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Summary

This dissertation focuses on joint optimization of pricing and inventory decisions under
stochastic conditions. The overall subject covers the interface between operations and revenue
management. The dissertation consists of three papers, each of which addresses different issues
related to joint optimal pricing and inventory decisions in a stochastic setting. The three papers
all propose challenging, yet of practical importance problems.
In the first paper, we investigate the effect of randomness with regard to deterioration and
demand on two well-known deterministic models within the subject of optimal dynamic pricing
and lot-sizing models for deteriorating items, namely the model by Abad (1996) and that of
Rajan et al. (1992). The aim is to investigate whether the optimal results found in these
deterministic models are indeed robust under stochastic conditions. In this regard, we develop
simulation models in order to test the numerical results obtained by these authors. Our
numerical results seem to confirm that the results stated in these papers are indeed robust when
being imposed to stochastic inputs. In addition to investigating the robustness of those models,
we also present a critical examination of Abad (1996).
In the second paper, we address the simultaneous determination of optimal dynamic
pricing and inventory strategies where the demand, lead-times, and deterioration are exposed
to randomness. This stochastic model is based on Markov decision theory. The inter-arrival
times follow an Erlangean distribution. In addition, at any time an arriving customer has a
reservation price that is perceived by the retailer to be a random variable. The customer will
only demand a unit if his/her reservation price is larger than or equal to the announced price.
Moreover, the time interval until the next item deteriorates follows an exponential distribution.
In addition, we consider Erlangean distributed lead-times. We find the optimal dynamic pricing
policy by using the value-iteration algorithm, and in two outer loops we obtain the optimal lotsize and re-order point. We also study a special case where the replenishment lead-time is
negligible. For this case, the optimal dynamic pricing strategy is obtained by using the valueiteration algorithm, and in an outer loop we find the optimal lot-size. In addition to our model
developments, we also do some numerical investigations. The results of the numerical study
show how the optimal re-order point depends on the parameters of our model. In addition, we
observe that the difference obtained in the optimal profit rate when using the stochastic inputs
and when incorporating a similar deterministic setting depends on the parameters of our model.
We can also see that decomposition of the solution procedure can lead to a negligible difference
in the optimal profit rate under stochastic condition.
In the third paper, we outline an inventory model for deteriorating items where each cycle
is divided into an advance sales period and a spot sales period. During the advance sales period,
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there is no inventory, but customers can make reservations, and they receive their order upon
the arrival of the replenishment order. During the advance sales period, there may also be
cancellations. During the spot sales period, customers are served immediately. To this system
we impose various sources of randomness. The arrival process is a Poisson process where the
arrival intensity depends on the price charged at any given time. The cancellation process is
random. Specifically, we assume that the number of cancellations until the next customer
arrives follows a binomial distribution. Finally, we also allow for stochastic deterioration
during the spot sales period which follows an exponential distribution. The main objective is
to find the optimal order quantity, the optimal maximum advance sales amount, and the optimal
selling prices throughout each cycle simultaneously such that the expected profit per time unit
is maximized. We investigate two cases. First, we investigate a two-state case where the pricing
decisions are made for two states, namely the optimal price during the spot sales period and
the optimal price during the advance sales period. Next, we develop a generalized case where
we extend the two-state case to allow for dynamic pricing during the spot sales period, meaning
that the price charged at any given time depends on the current inventory level. For both
models, we apply the policy iteration algorithm in order to find the optimal solutions. Our
numerical analysis shows that allowing an advance sales period can be profitable, and
depending on the parameters of our model, it can lead to a significant improvement in the
optimal profit rate. In addition, we observe that adjusting the pricing decisions dynamically
can also be profitable and this profitability can be more noticeable for higher values of specific
parameters of our model.

Resumé

Det overordnede emne for afhandlingen dækker grænsefladen mellem Operations Management
og Revenue Management. Afhandlingen består af tre papirer, der hver især omhandler
forskellige problemer i forbindelse med koordineret optimeret pris og lager beslutninger, alle
med udgangspunkt i stokastiske omgivelser.
I det første papir undersøges virkningen af at varer kan blive værdiløse, via en stokastisk
nedbrydningsproces, over tid samt at der er stokastisk efterspørgsel. Analysen tager udgangs i
to velkendte modeller (Rajan et al., 1992 og Abad, 1996), der begge udvikler optimale optimale
dynamiske prissætnings- og lagerstrategier, om dette emne: Begge bidrag ignorer dog
stokastisk og altså antager alt er deterministisk. Målet er at undersøge, om de optimale
resultater, der udledes i disse deterministiske modeller, faktisk er robuste under stokastiske
forhold. Derfor udvikles simuleringsmodeller for at teste de numeriske resultater opnået i disse
to artikler. De numeriske analyser der udføres synes at bekræfte, at de resultater, der er angivet
i disse to artikler, faktisk er robuste, når de pålægges stokastiske input. Ud over at undersøge
robustheden af disse modeller, præsenteres også en kritik af Abad (1996).
I det andet papir udvides denne analyse så der i stedet for at simulere, udvikles optimale
dynamiske prissætnings- og lagerstrategier, hvor der udover at være en stokastisk
nedbrydningsproces og stokastisk efterspørgsel også gælder at leveringstiderne, ved
varemodtagelse fra leverandør, er stokastiske. Denne stokastiske model er baseret på Markovbeslutningsteori. Ankomst intervallerne følger en Erlang fordeling. Hertil kommer, at en
kommende kunde til enhver tid har en reservationspris, som opfattes af detailhandleren til at
være en stokastisk variabel. Kunden vil kun efterspørge en enhed, hvis hans / hendes
reservationspris er større end eller lig med den annoncerede pris. Desuden følger tidsintervallet,
indtil næste tidspunkt hvor en vare er nedbrudt (og ikke dermed ikke salgbar) en eksponentiel
fordeling. Derudover antages Erlang fordelte leveringstider. Den optimale dynamiske
prispolitik findes ved hjælp af en værdi-iterations algoritme, og i to ydre loops findes den
optimale ordrestørrelse og det optimale genbestillingspunkt. Der studeres også et
specialtilfælde, hvor leveringstiden er ubetydelig, dvs. 0. Udover at udvikle matematiske
optimeringsmodeller, udføres også nogle numeriske undersøgelser. Resultaterne af den
numeriske undersøgelse viser, hvordan det optimale genbestillings punkt afhænger af
parametrene i modellen. Derudover undersøges, hvordan forskellen i den opnåede optimale
gevinst rate ved anvendelse af de stokastiske antagelser sammenlignet med indarbejdelse af en
lignende deterministisk kalibrering, afhænger af parametrene i modellen. Der undersøges også
hvorledes, at dekomponering af løsningsproceduren, så ordre beslutninger og prisbeslutninger
bestemmes adskilt, kan føre til en relativ ubetydelig nedgang i den optimale gevinst rate.
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I det tredje papir undersøges også en lagermodel for nedbrydelige varer. Tidshorisonten
består af et antal cyklusser, hvor hver cyklus er opdelt i en før-salgs periode og en salgsperiode,
hvor det aktuelle salg foregår. I før-salg perioden er der intet lager og der modtages blot
bestillinger og kunderne modtager deres ordre ved ankomsten af genopfyldningsordren. I
denne før-salg periode kan der også komme aflysninger af tidligere afgivne bestillinger. I løbet
af salgsperioden serviceres nye ankomne kunderne straks. Til dette system indføres forskellige
stokastiske komponenter. Ankomstprocessen er en Poisson-proces, hvor ankomstintensiteten
afhænger af den pris, der opkræves på et givet tidspunkt. Der antages, at antallet af aflysninger
indtil den næste kunde ankommer følger en binomialfordeling. Endelig antages også at i
salgsperioden er varelageret udsat for en stokastisk nedbrydningsproces, hvor tiden indtil den
næste vare er brudt ned følger en eksponential fordeling. Hovedmålet med analysen er at finde
den optimale ordre størrelse, den optimale pris der annonceres med i før-salg perioden og de
optimale salgspriser (der afhænger af lager niveauet) der opkræves salgsperioden, således at
den forventede gevinst opnået pr. tidsenhed maksimeres. Først undersøges en forsimplet
situation hvor der kun opkræves én pris i salgsperioden og dette sammenlignes med den mere
generelle model hvor forskellige priser kan opkræves i salgsperioden. For begge situationer
anvendes politik iterations algoritmen til at finde de optimale løsninger. Vores numeriske
analyse viser, at det at tillade en forudgående salgsperiode kan være rentabetl, og afhængigt af
parametrene i vores model, kan det føre til en betydelig forbedring af den optimale
indtjeningsgrad. Derudover bemærker vi, at en dynamisk justering af prisbeslutningerne også
kan være rentabelt, og denne rentabilitet kan være mere synlig for højere værdier af specifikke
parametre i vores model.
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During the last years, companies in high-technology marketplaces have been confronted by
ever-changing challenges, including dynamic markets, intense competition, squeezed profits,
and uncertainty. Therefore, an increasing attention is drawn towards analytic models to support
management decisions.
Inventory control is a key component of almost every manufacturing and/or distribution
operation business. The conventional inventory results are central to modern techniques of
manufacturing management such as material requirement planning, just-in-time, and timebased competition. Vrat (2014) classified inventory into five types which include raw material,
bought-out-parts, work-in-progress or work-in-process, finished goods, and maintenances,
repair, and operating supplies. He also outlined some of the reasons for having inventories in
the production/service system as follows: (1) Take care of demand during the lead-time
(2) Variability of lead-times (3) Demand variability (4) Seasonal inventory (5) Pipeline
inventory (6) Other factors such as inflationary pressures, shortage of materials in the markets,
and quantity discounts to encourage bulk purchasing or simply the desire to spend the budget
allocated for materials before the end of the financial year. The paradox of inventory control is
that we need the inventory, but it is not desirable to have inventory due to inventory holding
costs. This condition makes inventory control a challenging and practically important problem
in supply chain management.
Pricing policies are a crucial element of everyday operations of manufacturing and service
companies. Both from a ﬁnancial and an operational perspective, price is one of the most
effective variables that managers can manipulate to inﬂuence demand in the short run. It is also
a tool that helps to regulate inventory and replenishment pressures (Bitran and Caldentey,
2003).
Balancing supply and demand is a complex task, yet it is a key determinant of productivity.
From the supply perspective, firms can adjust the inventory level using the operational levers
such as production and inventory decisions. From the demand perspective, firms can shape the
demand to better allocate the limited (or excess) inventory in the most profitable way by
deploying the marketing levers such as pricing and promotional decisions. For instance, when
there is an excess inventory, a firm may offer a discounted price, while when the inventory
level is low, the firm can raise the price. Deploying both operational and marketing levers
simultaneously is now facilitated with the growing availability of demand data and new
technologies. Indeed, the considerable benefits that can be obtained from coordinating
operational and pricing decisions have been recognized both by academics and practitioners.
As a result, the research on joint pricing and inventory decisions is expanding quickly, see for
example the survey papers by Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003) and Chen and Simchi-Levi
(2012).
Nowadays, the number and variety of deteriorating products are dramatically increasing.
Therefore, controlling the inventories of these perishable products is becoming increasingly
important. According to Broekmeulen and Van Doncaster (2009), more than one third of the
worldwide sales at grocery retailers in 2006 constitutes perishable products. Efficient inventory
control of deteriorating items therefore has a considerable effect on a company's profitability
and competitive advantage. As a result, for a large variety of products, it is essential to take the
issue of deterioration into account when developing a decision model.
In recent years, planning managers face enormous uncertainties in their decision-making
process. These uncertainties can be arisen due to different factors such as globalization, the
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increased complexity and diversity of the supply system, shorter product and technology life
cycles, rapid change in customer preferences, several substitution products and an unstable
environment. Subsequently, this condition makes it a major barrier to improve customer
satisfaction, achieve on-time delivery, improve efficiency and reduce costs to an extent that
managing supply chain uncertainty becomes a top priority in many organizations.
To address the aforementioned issues, this PhD dissertation studies different aspects of
problems of simultaneous determination of the optimal pricing and inventory decisions for
deteriorating items when the inventory system is imposed to various sources of randomness.
The results of our investigations provide a decision support system fostered by Operational
Research that could be implemented in management sciences, business administration, and
economics.
The remainder of the introduction starts by giving an overview over main features of
research problems. Next, the motivation of this dissertation is briefly discussed. Finally, the
structure of the dissertation is described.

1.1 Main features of research problems
In the following, we describe the main features of research problems studied in this thesis.
1.1.1

Deterioration

In the literature of inventory models, one of the implicit assumptions is that products can be
stored indefinitely to meet future demand. Such an assumption is not suitable for a wide range
of commodities which undergo obsolescence or deterioration.
Goyal and Giri (2001) presented an excellent review on deteriorating inventory models.
They broadly classified inventoried goods into the following three meta-categories:
“(a) Obsolescence: refers to items that lose their value through time because of rapid changes
of technology or the introduction of a new product by a competitor. Style goods must be
sharply reduced in price or otherwise disposed off after the season is over. For example,
spare parts for military aircraft are style goods and they become obsolete when a
replacement model is introduced.
(b) Deterioration: refers to the damage, spoilage, dryness, vaporization, etc. of the products.
There are many classifications for the deterioration.
(c) No obsolescence/deterioration.”
If the rate of obsolescence, or deterioration, is not sufficiently low, its impact on modeling such
a decision problem cannot be neglected.
This thesis is restricted to the second category which corresponds to deterioration, and we
will not consider the replenishment policies for inventory which are subject to obsolescence.
The reason for choosing deteriorating items is the fact that once the items become obsolete
they are not reordered. This argument is also in line with the reason why Goyal and Giri (2001)
focused on reviewing deteriorating items. In their paper, they argued “considerable attention
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has not yet been given on modeling of such an inventory system only because once the items
become obsolete they are not reordered”.
A lot of different classifications have been presented for deteriorating items. Here, we
mention those that are relevant to this thesis. Nahmias (1982) made a distinction between two
classifications of deteriorating items: (1) fixed lifetime: items’ lifetime is specified and their
utility decreases during their lifetime until the good perishes completely and has no value to
the customer, e.g., yoghurt, milk, and blood in inventory. (2) random lifetime: for these items,
the lifetime is not specified and can be modelled as a random variable according to a given
probability distribution. Examples of products in this category are vegetables, fruits, and
flowers. In another study, Raafat (1991) first defines decay or deterioration as “any process
that prevents an item from being used for its intended original use” and gives examples of the
physical depletion (e.g., evaporation of volatile liquids), spoilage (e.g., foodstuff), and decay
(e.g., radioactive substances). Thereafter, Raafat (1991) proposes a classification of
deterioration depending on the relation between time and value of the inventory: (1) utility
constant: its utility stays the same as time passes until the end of the usage period, e.g., liquid
medicine; (2) utility increasing: its utility increases as times goes by, e.g., some cheeses or
wines; (3) utility decreasing: its utility declines as time passes, e.g., fruits, vegetables, and other
fresh foods.
The scope of this thesis covers those deteriorating items which are classified as utility
decreasing (as regards to their time-value) and also as random lifetime (as regards to their
lifetime).

1.1.2 Dynamic pricing
Pricing properly, indeed, is the fastest and most effective way for managers to increase profits
and has been a fundamental component of the daily operations of manufacturing and service
companies (Bitran and Caldentey, 2003, and Marn et al., 2003). According to Valentine (2015),
“the aim of dynamic pricing is to keep up with the market while optimizing sales and profits”.
In the 1980s, dynamic pricing was first used in the airline industry which is still one of the
major areas of application. With the rapid development of information technologies and the
corresponding advances in the Internet and e-commerce, it is possible for firms to gather
valuable information, such as demand and inventory levels, to respond to the marketplace
environment by dynamically adjusting their prices. For instance, retailers can use information
technology such as RFID tags to precisely track product flows and make inventory and pricing
decisions dynamically to better match supply with demand (Chen et al. 2014). E-commerce
companies, such as Amazon and eBay use dynamic pricing to meet the intense competition and
emergency arisen in those electronic market places.
According to Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003), the following factors lead to an
increased adoption of dynamic pricing strategies: “(1) an increased availability of demand data,
(2) ease of changing prices due to new technologies, and (3) an availability of decision-support
tools for analyzing demand data and for dynamic pricing.” The concept of dynamic pricing is
studied throughout this thesis.
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1.1.3 Demand uncertainty
During the last 10 years, uncertainty in customer preference has been more prevalent than ever
before (Dyer et al., 2014). As the unknown factors relating to customer preference increase,
the level of demand uncertainty raises which makes it difficult to forecast customer demand
accurately. This imposes a significant challenge on decision makers when determining the
optimal pricing and inventory control strategies.
The uncertainty in demand can be due to factors such as insufficient data, the development
of new products, an increasing number of competitors due to globalization, and changes in
customer interests and needs. Therefore, these factors can have a great influence on the
profitability of retailers. Failure to account for demand fluctuations could either result in
unsatisfied customer demand, and thereby loss of market share, or high inventory holding costs
(Petkov and Maranas, 1997). In today’s market condition with the extremely tight profit
margins, both scenarios are highly undesirable. Therefore, it is fundamental to account for the
demand uncertainty while making decisions. Throughout this thesis, it is assumed that the
demand follows a stochastic process.

1.1.4 Lead-time uncertainty
In today’s global supply chains, ensuring timely delivery is a growing concern, and failure to
do so can result to obsolete inventories, high penalties of lost sales, and expediting costs. In the
real world, lead times are rarely constant due to different reasons such as customs inspections,
stockouts at the supplier, transportation-infrastructure issues, and manufacturing or transit
delays (Wang and Tomlin, 2009 and Diabat et al., 2012). Moreover, according to Kouvelis and
Li (2008), as many companies greatly rely on outsourcing from distant suppliers, they have to
cope with long, highly uncertain, and complex supply chains. Therefore, it is increasingly
important to develop appropriate models to effectively manage inventory under lead-time
uncertainty.
There is a great body of literature dealing with inventory control under demand
uncertainty, while there is a much smaller body of literature concerning inventory control under
lead-time uncertainty. In Chapter 3, the stochastic lead-time is studied.

1.1.5 Advance selling strategy
During the last decades, advance selling has received great attention among both academics
and practitioners. Shugan and Xie (2005) showed that advance selling can be a very effective
marketing tool in a competitive environment. In the advance selling strategy, the retailer can
adopt an advance sales period before the stock actually arrives at the market. The discount
offered during the advance sales period can attract customers with lower valuations and thereby
increase the profit by improving the sales. The most well-known examples are airlines that sell
tickets in advance at discounted rates or hotels that offer rooms to advance bookings at a
discount. However, the rapid evolution of e-commerce enables more service providers to adopt
the advance selling strategy, especially in online retailing. According to Cheng et al. (2018)
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“almost all kinds of goods, including apparel, electronics, fresh food, and sports equipment,
can be offered in advance selling”.
Shugan and Xie (2000) showed that “the advantage of advance selling is not only to
improve sales, but also to give the retailer better maneuvering control of operations”. In
Chapter 4, we study an inventory system with advance selling strategy.

1.2 Motivation and Contributions
Despite the voluminous literature on simultaneous optimization of pricing and inventory
decisions, a common characteristic of the existing literature is that either deterioration
uncertainty of items is not considered or demand uncertainty is not included. More realistically,
however, the deterioration and demand process must be assumed to be stochastic. Motivated
by the above research, this thesis aims to investigate the problem of joint optimization of
pricing and inventory decisions for deteriorating items under demand and deterioration
uncertainty. To the best of our knowledge, Chapter 2 is the first study that proposes a simulation
modeling approach in order to examine the effect of randomness with regard to deterioration
and demand on two well-known deterministic models by Abad (1996) and Rajan et al. (1992).
In addition, this chapter presents a critical examination of Abad (1996). Chapter 3 investigates
two novel models in the field of joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory decisions for
deteriorating items under stochastic conditions. In particular, the first model is developed under
stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and stochastic lead-times, while in the second
model, the lead-time is considered to be negligible. Chapter 4 is the first work that studies the
effect of advance selling strategy in the context of joint optimal pricing and inventory decisions
by considering stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and stochastic number of order
cancellations. In all the proposed models, in addition to the model development, extensive
numerical analyses are conducted which suggest some interesting managerial insights. More
specific contributions are listed in each chapter.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis
This dissertation consists of three self-contained papers prepared for publication in
international journals. As outlined above, these papers all address the joint optimization of
pricing and inventory decisions for deteriorating items under stochastic conditions. The
features of demand uncertainty, deterioration uncertainty, and dynamic pricing are studied in
all chapters. However, in Chapter 3, we also incorporate the effect of lead-time uncertainty,
and in Chapter 4, we also study the advance selling strategy. In Chapter 2, we use a simulation
model to obtain our results. While in Chapters 3 and 4, we treat our problems using the Markov
decision theory.
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Chapter 2: Testing the Robustness of Deterministic Models of Optimal Dynamic Pricing
and Lot-Sizing for Deteriorating Items under Stochastic Conditions
This chapter investigates the effect of randomness with regard to deterioration and demand on
two well-known deterministic models within the subject of optimal dynamic pricing and lotsizing models for deteriorating items, namely the model by Abad (1996) and that of Rajan et
al. (1992). The aim is to test whether the optimal solutions obtained in those deterministic
models are valid if the real system is exposed to randomness. The motivation is that although
the real world is indeed stochastic, it is often more convenient to work with a deterministic
decision model providing a nice closed form solution. The crucial thing is of course whether
the results derived in the deterministic setting are robust when tested in a stochastic
environment. Therefore, in this chapter, we will try to expose the model by Abad (1996) and
Rajan et al. (1992) to stochastic inputs; however, designing these stochastic inputs such that
they as closely as possible are aligned with the assumptions of those papers. We do our
investigation through a numerical test where we test the robustness of the numerical results
reported in Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996) in a simulation model. Our numerical results
seem to confirm that the results stated in these papers are indeed robust when being imposed
to stochastic inputs. In addition to testing the robustness of those models, we also present a
critical examination of Abad (1996).

Chapter 3: Optimal State-Dependent Prices, Lot-Size, and Re-Order Point for an
Inventory System when the Demand, Lead-Times, and Deterioration Process are
Stochastic
In this chapter, we present two novel models in the field of joint optimal dynamic pricing and
inventory decisions for deteriorating items under stochastic conditions. We treat these two
models using the Markov decision theory. We posit that any customer has a benefit from a
purchase that is randomly distributed and that he/she will only demand a unit if his/her
reservation price (which is his/her evaluation of the worth of the product) is larger than or equal
to the announced price.
The first model is developed for a general case with Erlangian distributed inter-arrival
times, Erlangian distributed lead-times, and an exponential deterioration process. For this
model, we find the optimal prices using the value-iteration algorithm, and we obtain the optimal
order quantity and re-order point using two outer loops. Moreover, we present a numerical
example where we first compare the optimal solutions when going from a special case with
zero lead-time to a general model with positive lead-times. As expected, we see a decreased
profit rate when going to a less ideal situation with positive lead-times. We also observe that
the optimal prices fluctuate much more in the case with positive lead-times whereas they are
almost constant for the case with zero lead-time. Next, we explore the effects of different
parameters on the optimal re-order point. We can see that the optimal re-order point is above
the expected lead-time demand which is in line with what we normally see in a stochastic
inventory model.
In the second model, we consider the special case where the lead-time is zero. We apply
the value-iteration algorithm in order to find the optimal pricing decisions, and we determine
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the optimal order quantity in an outer loop. First, we numerically explore the effect of different
parameters on the optimal profit rate and optimal order quantity when considering deterministic
settings and when incorporating stochastic conditions. Our numerical results show that the
optimal profit rate obtained under deterministic settings is slightly higher than the optimal
profit rate obtained under stochastic settings. Furthermore, we observe that the difference
obtained in the optimal profit rate when going from a case with stochastic settings to a similar
case with deterministic settings depends on the parameters of our model. In addition, we see
that in most cases the optimal order quantity obtained using a deterministic setting is equal to
the optimal order quantity obtained under stochastic conditions. Next, we explore any
independence between the optimal pricing and lot-sizing decisions as well as the effect of
changing the arrival rate. Our numerical results indicate that decomposition of the solution
procedure can lead to a negligible difference in the optimal profit rate. Of course, further
numerical studies can be done in order to explore this issue.

Chapter 4: Joint Optimal Pricing and Lot-Sizing Decisions for an Advance Sales System
under Stochastic Conditions
We study the effect of stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and stochastic number of
cancelations on an inventory system with advance booking of orders. We treat our stochastic
model using Markov decision theory. We conduct our investigations in two stages. First, we
consider a two-state case where the pricing decisions are considered for two states, namely the
optimal price during the spot sales period and the optimal price during the advance sales period.
Next, we develop a generalized case where we extend the two-state case to allow dynamic
pricing during the spot sales period. In both cases, we use joint optimization, meaning that, in
addition to pricing decisions, we find the optimal maximum advance sales amount and the
optimal amount to purchase. We propose a solution procedure based on policy iteration
algorithm and numerically explore the effects of different measures on the optimal solution. In
particular, we study the effects of different parameters on the increase obtained in the optimal
profit rate when adopting the advance selling strategy or adjusting the pricing decisions
dynamically. Our numerical analysis shows that allowing an advance sales period can be
profitable, and depending on the parameters of our model, it can lead to a significant
improvement in the optimal profit rate. In addition, we observe that adjusting the pricing
decisions dynamically can also be profitable, and this profitability can be more noticeable for
higher values of specific parameters of our model.

Chapter 2
Paper 1: Testing the Robustness of Deterministic
Models of Optimal Dynamic Pricing and LotSizing for Deteriorating Items under Stochastic
Conditions

History: This paper has been published in Central European Journal of Operations Research. The paper
has been presented at ISIR 2016-Conference of International Society for Inventory Research, August
2016, Hungary.
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Testing the Robustness of Deterministic Models of Optimal Dynamic
Pricing and Lot-Sizing for Deteriorating Items under Stochastic Conditions
Maryam Ghoreishi
Cluster for Operations Research, Analytics, and Logistics (CORAL),
Department of Economics and Business Economics, BSS, Aarhus University,
Denmark

Abstract
Many models within the field of optimal dynamic pricing and lot-sizing models for
deteriorating items assume everything is deterministic and develop a differential equation as
the core of analysis. Two prominent examples are the papers by Rajan et al. (1992)
(Management Science, Vol 38) and Abad (1996) (Management Science, Vol 42). To our
knowledge, nobody has ever tested whether the optimal solutions obtained in those papers are
valid if the real system is exposed to randomness: with regard to demand process as well as
with regard to the deterioration process. The motivation is that although the real world is indeed
stochastic, it is often more convenient to work with a deterministic decision model providing
a nice closed form solution. The crucial thing is of course whether the results derived in the
deterministic setting are robust when tested in a stochastic environment. Therefore, in this
paper, we will try to expose the model by Abad (1996) and Rajan et al. (1992) to stochastic
inputs; however, designing these stochastic inputs such that they as closely as possible are
aligned with the assumptions of those papers. We do our investigation through a numerical test
where we test the robustness of the numerical results reported in Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad
(1996) in a simulation model. Our numerical results seem to confirm that the results stated in
these papers are indeed robust when being imposed to stochastic inputs.
Keywords: Inventory control; optimal dynamic pricing; deterioration; simulation

2.1

Introduction

There are many researches within the subject of optimal dynamic pricing and lot-sizing models.
For a survey, see Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003), and for more recent contributions, see
Zhao and Zheng (2000), Talluri and van Ryzin (2005), and Besbes and Zeevi (2009). A special
field within this research topic is to consider optimal dynamic pricing and lot-sizing models for
deteriorating items assume everything is deterministic and develop a differential equation as
the core of analysis. For good survey papers, see Goyal and Giri (2001) and Bakker et al.
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(2012). For recent contributions within this field, see among others Wang et al. (2015), Li and
Zhang (2015) and Zhang et al. (2015). To our knowledge, nobody has ever tested whether the
results derived in such a deterministic setting are valid when tested in a stochastic environment.
This is the aim for our paper. As indicated above, there are many papers even within this special
field. Therefore, we have chosen to focus on a few contributions in our analysis. We have
chosen the papers by Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996). This is due to the fact that they are
both published in a much-respected journal (Management Science) and are well cited, too.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we present how the results in
Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996) are derived in general. This is done in order to make the
paper self-contained. In Section 2.3, we will more critically and in more detail examine the
results of those papers, in particular, the paper by Abad (1996). There are three reasons for this.
First, there are a lot of misprints in Abad (1996), which is of interest to report to the research
community. Second, we think there is a point that is overlooked in Abad (1996), namely that
the problem can be transformed into an optimization model with one decision variable enabling
more straightforward solution procedures. This will be illustrated by the numerical problem
that is used in both Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996). Third, with regard to this numerical
problem, there seems to be some numerical inaccuracies in the way Abad (1996) reports his
results. In Section 2.4, we will describe how we translate the model of Abad (1996) (the model
of Rajan et al. (1992) is contained as a special case of this model) into a simulation model. In
Section 2.5, we report the findings we have obtained from our simulation experiments. Finally,
Section 2.6 contains some concluding remarks.

2.2 The models by Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996)
For a list of notation, used throughout the paper, see Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Notations

Q

Order quantity

h
𝑐𝑐0
σ
K
𝜇𝜇
θ

Holding cost per unit per unit time
Purchasing price per unit
Deterioration rate
Constant purchasing cost per order
Value drop parameter
Length of time in which there is no inventory shortage (decision variable) in
Abad (1996) and the duration of cycle (decision variable) in Rajan et al.
(1992)
Length of time in which there is inventory shortage (decision variable in
Abad, 1996)
Value drop function
Price at time t
Current simulation time
Total unit cost function
Arrival rate function
The rate contribution to profit
The optimal initial inventory level
The optimal maximum demand backlogged
Revenue earned during cycle i
Inventory level
Cycle time for replication i
Random number

𝜓𝜓

δ(t)
p(t)
TNOW
𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡)
𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)
v(p,t)
𝐼𝐼0∗
S*
RV
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
CL
RN

In order to make the paper self-contained, we will make a short review of the two models.
The model by Rajan (1992) considers a monopolistic retailer that at the beginning of each order
cycle, when the inventory level goes to zero, orders an amount of Q units at a total cost of
K + c0Q, where K is a fixed order cost and c0 is the unit purchase price. In this model, the
delivery lead-time is zero. Units on stock are charged a holding cost h per unit per time unit.
Denote by t the time elapsed since the last order was placed; in the following just denoted as
time t. Denote by I(t) the amount of inventory at time t. There is an inventory deterioration at
time t given by
𝑊𝑊(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑡𝑡)𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡).

(2.1)

At time t, the price p(t) is charged, and at that time, the demand rate is D(p(t),t), where it
is assumed that D(p,t) is non-negative, non-increasing and continuous in p and t and
D(0,0) > 0. So the two decision variables are the price function p(t) and the order size Q.
However, by letting θ denote the cycle length, we have that the order size Q can be expressed
as
𝜃𝜃

𝑄𝑄 = ∫0 {𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(𝑡𝑡)}𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.

(2.2)
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Therefore, it is more convenient to let θ act as a decision variable, and when θ and the
price function p(t) have been determined, then the order size Q is derived from (2.2). The
inventory at time t is given by (for details, see Rajan et al., 1992)
𝑟𝑟

𝜃𝜃

𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) = ∫𝑡𝑡 𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(𝑟𝑟), 𝑟𝑟)𝑒𝑒 ∫𝑡𝑡

𝜎𝜎(𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.

(2.3)

The objective of the retailer is to determine a cycle time and a price function such that his
average profit per time unit Π(θ,p(t)) is maximized, that is, to maximize
𝜃𝜃

1

Π�𝜃𝜃, 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)� = 𝜃𝜃 �∫0 �𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡) − 𝑐𝑐0 �𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(𝑡𝑡)� − ℎ𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝐾𝐾 �.

(2.4)

By defining the total unit cost function
𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐0 𝑒𝑒 ∫0 𝜎𝜎(𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + ℎ ∫0 𝑒𝑒 ∫𝑟𝑟 𝜎𝜎(𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(2.5)

𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡) = (𝑝𝑝 – 𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡))𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡),

(2.6)

and the rate contribution to profit function

the optimization problem can be rewritten to
𝜃𝜃

1

Π�𝜃𝜃, 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)� = 𝜃𝜃 �∫0 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝐾𝐾 �.

(2.7)

The optimal price function p*(t) can now be determined independent of the cycle time θ

by
𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡).

(2.8)

Thereafter, the optimal cycle time θ* is determined as
1

𝜃𝜃

𝜃𝜃 ∗ = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜃𝜃 𝜃𝜃 �∫0 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝐾𝐾 �.

(2.9)

The model by Abad (1996) follows all the assumptions of Rajan et al. (1992), but allows
for backlogging. It means that the order size Q is given as 𝐼𝐼(0) + 𝑆𝑆, where I(0) is initial
inventory at the start of the cycle, and S is the accumulated backlog at the end of a cycle. Now,
the cycle time is θ + ψ, where θ, similar to Rajan et al. (1992), is the part of the cycle time with
a positive inventory, while ψ is the part of the cycle time with a negative inventory. Obviously,
(2.1) now only holds for 0 ≤ t ≤ θ. Abad (1996) makes the assumption that during the stockout period from time t = θ to time t = θ + ψ, demand occurs at a rate 𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(0),0), that is, the
customer response as if a new and fresh batch is offered to the market (though it is not yet
arrived). During the stock-out period, at time t, a fraction 𝐵𝐵(𝜃𝜃 + 𝜓𝜓 − 𝑡𝑡) is backlogged, where
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τ = θ + ψ – t is the waiting time until the new batch arrives. Since, naturally, customers do not
like the wait, the function 𝐵𝐵(𝜏𝜏) is a decreasing function of τ. We have
𝜓𝜓

𝑆𝑆 = 𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(0), 0) ∫0 𝐵𝐵(𝜏𝜏)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.

(2.10)

It enables Abad (1996) to get to the following expression to maximize
1

𝜃𝜃

𝜓𝜓

Π�𝜃𝜃, 𝜓𝜓, 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)� = 𝜃𝜃+𝜓𝜓 �∫0 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝐾𝐾 + 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝(0), 0) ∫0 𝐵𝐵(𝜏𝜏)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�.

(2.11)

Again, the optimization procedure can be decomposed. The optimal price function 𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑡𝑡)
is found as described in Rajan et al. (1992), that is, from (2.8). Thereafter, the optimal values
for θ and ψ are found from
1

𝜃𝜃

𝜓𝜓

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃,𝜓𝜓 Π�𝜃𝜃, 𝜓𝜓, 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)� = 𝜃𝜃+𝜓𝜓 �∫0 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝐾𝐾 + 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝∗ (0), 0) ∫0 𝐵𝐵(𝜏𝜏)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�.

(2.12)

2.3 A critical examination of Abad (1996)
With regard to a more detailed and numerical analysis, both Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad
(1996) study the following case with constant deterioration, exponential value drop and
exponential backordering. That is,
𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡) = [𝑎𝑎 – 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 ]/𝑏𝑏

(2.13)

𝐵𝐵(𝜏𝜏) = 𝑘𝑘0 𝑒𝑒 −𝑘𝑘1 𝜏𝜏 .

(2.15)

𝜎𝜎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎

(2.14)

It holds that

ℎ

ℎ

𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡) = �𝑐𝑐0 + 𝜎𝜎� 𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 − 𝜎𝜎

(2.16)

and the optimal price function is
1

ℎ

ℎ

𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑡𝑡) = 2 �𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 −𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 + �𝑐𝑐0 + 𝜎𝜎� 𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 − 𝜎𝜎�.
2.3.1

(2.17)

Misprints in formulas in Abad (1996)

The optimal profit contribution, 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑣𝑣(𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡), is not stated in Abad (1996) for this case,
but from Rajan et al. (1992) it is
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15
ℎ 2

ℎ

4𝑏𝑏

�𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 −𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 − �𝑐𝑐0 + 𝜎𝜎� 𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 + 𝜎𝜎� .

1

𝑎𝑎2

(2.18)

𝜃𝜃

We then get 𝐹𝐹(𝜃𝜃) = ∫0 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 to be
𝐹𝐹(𝜃𝜃) = 4𝑏𝑏 � 𝜇𝜇 �1 − 𝑒𝑒

2𝑎𝑎ℎ
𝜎𝜎

𝜃𝜃 −

ℎ
𝜎𝜎

2ℎ�𝑐𝑐0 + �
𝜎𝜎(𝜎𝜎+𝜇𝜇)

−𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

�+

ℎ 2
𝜎𝜎

�𝑐𝑐0 + �
2𝜎𝜎+𝜇𝜇

�𝑒𝑒 (𝜎𝜎+𝜇𝜇)𝜃𝜃 − 1��.

ℎ2

�𝑒𝑒 (2𝜎𝜎+𝜇𝜇)𝜃𝜃 − 1� + 𝜎𝜎2 𝜇𝜇 �𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 − 1� −

ℎ
𝜎𝜎

2𝑎𝑎�𝑐𝑐0 + �
𝜎𝜎

�𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 − 1� +

(2.19)

This reveals that Equation (30) in Abad (1996) contains several misprints. The function F(θ)
is not specified in Rajan et al. (1992).
From Equation (4) in Abad (1996), we get that
𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) =

1 𝜃𝜃
� [𝑎𝑎 − 𝑝𝑝∗ (𝑟𝑟)𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 ]𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎(𝑟𝑟−𝑡𝑡) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑏𝑏 𝑡𝑡
1

𝑎𝑎

= 2𝑏𝑏 �𝜎𝜎 �𝑒𝑒

𝜎𝜎(𝜃𝜃−𝑡𝑡)
ℎ

𝑐𝑐0 +

ℎ
𝜎𝜎

− 1� − 𝜇𝜇+2𝜎𝜎 �𝑒𝑒 (𝜇𝜇+2𝜎𝜎)𝜃𝜃 − 𝑒𝑒 (𝜇𝜇+2𝜎𝜎)𝑡𝑡 �𝑒𝑒 −𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎

+ 𝜎𝜎(𝜇𝜇+𝜎𝜎) �𝑒𝑒 (𝜇𝜇+𝜎𝜎)𝜃𝜃 − 𝑒𝑒 (𝜇𝜇+𝜎𝜎)𝑡𝑡 �𝑒𝑒 −𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 �

and
1

𝑎𝑎

𝐼𝐼(0) = 2𝑏𝑏 �𝜎𝜎 �𝑒𝑒

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎

𝑐𝑐0 +

ℎ
𝜎𝜎

(2.20)

ℎ

− 1� − 𝜇𝜇+2𝜎𝜎 �𝑒𝑒 (𝜇𝜇+2𝜎𝜎)𝜃𝜃 − 1� + 𝜎𝜎(𝜇𝜇+𝜎𝜎) �𝑒𝑒 (𝜇𝜇+𝜎𝜎)𝜃𝜃 − 1��.

(2.21)

When comparing (2.21) to the first half of Equation (32) in Abad (1996), it reveals a misprint.
The maximum backlog at the end of a cycle is
1

𝑘𝑘

𝑆𝑆 = 𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝∗ (0), 0)𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 (𝜓𝜓) = 2𝑏𝑏 (𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐0 ) 𝑘𝑘0 �1 − 𝑒𝑒 −𝑘𝑘1 𝜓𝜓 �
where

𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 �𝜓𝜓 ∗ (𝜃𝜃)�

𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 �𝜓𝜓 ∗ (𝜃𝜃)� = �

is

a

(2.22)

1

multiplier

associated

with

the

backlogged

demand,

𝜓𝜓∗ (𝜃𝜃)

0

𝐵𝐵(𝜏𝜏)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.

When comparing (2.22) to the second half of Equation (32) in Abad (1996), there also appears
a misprint.

2.3.2

Simplifying the computational procedure

Nor Rajan et al. (1992) or Abad (1996) address any algorithmic approaches for computing
optimal solutions. It may be excused for the first paper, as there is only one variable to optimize,
but for the second paper, having an optimization model with two decision variables, it could
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have been sensible to add some comments about this. We think there is an interesting point
which is not addressed explicitly in Abad (1996). When examining the optimality conditions,
we get that, for an optimal solution (if both decision variables are positive), it must hold that
𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝜃𝜃) = 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (0)𝐵𝐵(𝜓𝜓).

(2.23)

In the all-exponential case, this transforms to
1

𝑘𝑘0 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (0)

𝜓𝜓 = 𝑘𝑘 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �
1

𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝜃𝜃)

�.

(2.24)

Clearly, in case ψ becomes negative above, we must replace it by 0. So, we derive that the
optimal trajectory is

𝜓𝜓

∗ (𝜃𝜃)

= �1

𝑘𝑘1

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

𝑘𝑘0

0

𝑣𝑣 ∗ (0)

𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝜃𝜃)

𝑘𝑘0 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (0) ≤ 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝜃𝜃)

� 𝑘𝑘0 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (0) > 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝜃𝜃).

(2.25)

So, the threshold value of θ, for when backlogging becomes optimal, is independent of the
parameter k1. We can insert this into the objective function (2.12), so we only need to find the
optimal parameter of θ, when solving
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 �
2.3.3

𝐹𝐹(𝜃𝜃)−𝐾𝐾+𝑣𝑣 ∗ (0)𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 �𝜓𝜓∗ (𝜃𝜃)�
𝜃𝜃+𝜓𝜓∗ (𝜃𝜃)

: 𝜃𝜃 > 0�.

(2.26)

Solving the numerical problem common for both papers

We find the optimal θ and corresponding optimal profit rate by doing a search using Excel,
where the optimal θ is restricted to two decimals. Next, we find the optimal order quantity for
this optimal θ using Maple 2015 as well as, Excel in order to verify our results. Here, we report
the results of optimal order quantity obtained using Maple 2015.
The numerical problem is presented in Rajan et al. (1992). According to their
specifications
K = 50, 𝑐𝑐0 = 1.45, h = 0.000822, σ = 0.03, μ = 0.12 and a = 2.55.

(2.27)

The parameter b is not directly stated but can be deduced from the specification of the
demand function
𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡) = 576.78 − 226.9𝑒𝑒 0.12𝑡𝑡 𝑝𝑝.

We get that the value of b can be either b = 0.004421 (= 2.55/576.78) or b = 0.004407
(= 1/226.9).
When solving the optimization problem of Rajan et al. (1992) where backlogging is not
allowed
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with the parameters as settled in (2.27) and b = 0.004421, we get (when doing a search for the
optimal θ restricted to two decimals)

θ* = 2.09, Q* = 205.66, and the optimal profit rate is 14.00.
When redoing the optimization now with b = 0.004407, we get
θ* = 2.08, Q* = 205.65, and the optimal profit rate is 14.12.
This is almost the same as reported in Rajan et al. (1992).
In Abad (1996), the input specification is
K = 50, 𝑐𝑐0 = 1.45, h = 0.000822, σ = 0.03, μ = 0.1232, a = 2.542, b = 0.004407.

(2.29)

k0 = 0.8 and k1 = 0.05.

(2.30)

Note that Abad (1996) has added more decimals to the value of μ, his value of a is slightly
different to that in Rajan et al. (1992) and a specific value of b is stated (the last of the two
deduced above). Despite these inaccuracies, Abad (1996) reports the same numerical values
for the demand function and the optimal price function. It is somewhat peculiar that Abad
(1996) claims 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (2.089) = 12.91 without commenting on the fact that this value is
significantly different to the value of 14.00 reported in Rajan et al. (1992). As we can confirm
the results of Rajan et al. (1992), it might reveal some numerical inaccuracies in the numerical
study of Abad (1996).
In addition, Abad (1996) also needs to specify the backlog function which has parameters

When solving the optimization problem (2.26) with the parameters given in (2.29) and
(2.30), we get
θ* = 0.85, ψ* = 5.83, 𝐼𝐼0∗ = 96.95, 𝑆𝑆 ∗ = 501.24, 𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 𝐼𝐼0∗ + 𝑆𝑆 ∗ = 598.19, and optimal profit rate
is 40.29.
The reason why ψ* is so relatively high compared to θ* is due to the very low value of k1.

2.3.4

A new numerical example with zero drop-down value

Here, we will consider the Rajan et al. (1992) example with zero drop-down value. By
substituting 𝜇𝜇 = 0 into Equation (2.18), the optimal profit contribution can be obtained as
follows
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1

ℎ 2

ℎ

𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑡𝑡) = 4𝑏𝑏 �𝑎𝑎 − �𝑐𝑐0 + 𝜎𝜎� 𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 + 𝜎𝜎� .

(2.31)

𝜃𝜃

We then get 𝐹𝐹(𝜃𝜃) = ∫0 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 to be

ℎ 2
2
�𝑐𝑐
+
0
1 2
𝜎𝜎� �𝑒𝑒 2𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 − 1� + ℎ 𝜃𝜃
𝐹𝐹(𝜃𝜃) =
�𝑎𝑎 𝜃𝜃 +
4𝑏𝑏
𝜎𝜎 2
2𝜎𝜎
−

ℎ
𝜎𝜎

2𝑎𝑎�𝑐𝑐0 + �
𝜎𝜎

�𝑒𝑒

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎

− 1� +

2𝑎𝑎ℎ𝜃𝜃
𝜎𝜎

−

ℎ
𝜎𝜎

2ℎ�𝑐𝑐0 + �
𝜎𝜎2

�𝑒𝑒 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 − 1��.

(2.32)

Now, we consider a new numerical example where the drop down value is zero, and
K = 20 and h = 0.5. This example is based on the following data
K = 20, 𝑐𝑐0 = 1.45, h = 0.5, σ = 0.03, a = 2.542, b = 0.004407.

(2.33)

When solving the optimization problem (2.28) with the parameters given in (2.33), we get

θ* = 0.92, Q* = 88.74, and the optimal profit rate is 19.472.
Later, we will compare these results with the results obtained where the demand and
deterioration are exposed to randomness.

2.4 Development of simulation model for testing the validity of the models
by Abad (1996) and Rajan et al. (1992)
We will try to expose the models by Abad (1996) and Rajan et al. (1992) to stochastic inputs;
however, designing these stochastic inputs such that they as closely as possible, are aligned
with the assumptions of those papers.
We will assume there is a gross arrival rate which is Poisson process with intensity
𝛬𝛬 = 𝑎𝑎/𝑏𝑏, which, by Abad (1996), is coined “the market potential”. As in Abad (1996), we
assume a value drop rate function 𝛿𝛿(𝑡𝑡) which is increasing in t with 𝛿𝛿(0) = 1. We assume that
at time t, an arbitrary customer has a reservation price that is perceived by the retailer to be a
random variable 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) that is uniformly distributed on the interval from 0 to 𝑎𝑎/𝛿𝛿(𝑡𝑡), and the
customer will only demand a unit if his reservation price (which is his evaluation of the product)
is larger than or equal to the announced price 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡). Therefore, the net arrival process is a time
dependent Poisson process with arrival rate (as function of t):
𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎−𝛿𝛿(𝑡𝑡)𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)

𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡) = Λ𝑃𝑃(𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ≥ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)) = 𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎

=

𝑎𝑎−𝛿𝛿(𝑡𝑡)𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)
𝑏𝑏

for 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑡 < 𝜃𝜃.

(2.34)

This corresponds to the demand function on p. 1097 in Abad (1996). This also corresponds
to how such demand processes are modelled by others, see for instance Talluri and van Ryzin
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(2005) and Zhao and Zheng (2000). As mentioned previously, this demand rate is only relevant
if there are items on stock. When there are no items on stock, the demand rate is
𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡) =

𝑎𝑎−𝑝𝑝(0)
𝑏𝑏

for 𝜃𝜃 ≤ 𝑡𝑡 < 𝜃𝜃 + 𝜓𝜓.

(2.35)

When there are 𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 > 0) items on stock, the time interval until the next item will
deteriorate is a random variable which is exponentially distributed with mean 1/(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎).
However, if, in the meantime, a demand has occurred, due to the memoryless characteristic of
an exponential distribution, the deterioration process will be regenerated. This corresponds to
the assumption of constant deterioration rate of σ.
With regard to simulating the model of Rajan et al. (1992), there are two possible
implementations. The first option is to simulate the inventory system with a fixed cycle time
(in the numerical example, a cycle time of θ* = 2.08 time units), and then, at the end of cycle,
bring the inventory level up to level Q* (in the numerical example Q* = 206). It has the
consequence that the inventory may have gone to zero before the end of the cycle, or that there
is still stock on hand at the end of the cycle. In the former case, it means that the retailer could,
in reality, have reacted earlier and ordered Q* units as soon as the inventory dropped to zero.
In the latter case, it means that a new cycle is started with fresh units and with some that are
ordered a cycle (or more) previously. This would probably not make sense in reality either.
Therefore, we think that it makes more sense to apply the second option, namely to simulate
the inventory system with a stochastic cycle time. This means that Q is the primary decision
variable and that a cycle lasts until all Q* units has either been demanded or deteriorated. It
also means that the system regenerates itself (that is the start condition is the same, see Tijms,
2003; Chapter 2).
With regard to simulating the model by Abad (1996), we need to simulate this model with
a fixed cycle time (for a numerical example a cycle time of θ* + ψ* = 6.68 time units). This is
due to the way Abad (1996) has constructed his backlog assumption, which requires that the
customers arriving in the stock-out period know the exact time of arrival of the next batch. As
the numerical example of Abad (1996) is designed in such a way that the stock-out period is
relatively long, we will actually not encounter the problem that there might be old items on
stock, as the new batch arrives.

2.5 Simulation set-up
The primary output of the simulation models is to get an estimate of the profit rate incurred in
the long-run.
With regard to the simulation model for verification of the results by Abad (1996), we use
the method of replication, see Law and Kelton (1991; Section 9.5.1). As the system regenerates
itself after the fixed cycle time θ* + ψ* has elapsed, our run-length (or replication length) only
needs to be θ* + ψ* time units. Then, the simulation is replicated NA (subscript A stands for
Abad – a suitable value for NA will later be specified) times in order to get an estimate as well
as 95 % confidence interval.
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With regard to the simulation for verification of the results by Rajan et al. (1992), due to
the fact that the cycle time is random, we need to have our simulations to run for a longer time
in order to collect data on the profit rate incurred in the long-run. If we just let the simulation
length be the random cycle time, then we would in fact, collect data on the profit rate incurred
per cycle which is not the same (for an elaboration of why and how much they differ, see later).
We could use the straight forward method of replication again. For instance, simulate the
system over a length of TR time units where TR is sufficiently long. Then, after the simulation
has run, collect the data on the total profit incurred over these TR time units. Then, by replicating
this experiment NR times, we can make an estimate of the long-run profit rate as well as a
95 % confidence interval. However, as we need to make a simulation over several cycles and
the system regenerates itself when a new cycle starts we can also use the regenerative method,
see Law and Kelton (1991; pp 557-559), for our data analysis. This means that we simulate the
system for CR cycles and in each cycle i = 1,..., CR we collect information about the cycle
length CLi and total profit incurred during a cycle PRi. Then we can estimate the profit rate
incurred in the long-run as

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

1 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅
∑
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 𝑖𝑖=1 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖
=
.
1 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅
∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅

(2.36)

By constructing a new dataset, Di = PRi - 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 , i = 1,.., CR and computing its
standard deviation s(D), we can then get a 95 % confidence interval, as explained in Law and
Kelton (1991). In addition, we could also get information about the short-term performance
measure of the profit rate incurred per cycle by doing statistics on the dataset PRi /CLi.
The simulation models have been programmed in Arena (see Kelton et al., 2015). See
Figures 2.1 and 2.2, for flowcharts that describes the structure of the simulation programs. As
you can see in these figures, we consider two different parts for developing our simulation
model: the customer arrival process part and deterioration process part. In order to do the
simulation for the customer arrival process part, we use a create module to generate entities
according to exponential distribution. Moreover, in order to simulate deterioration process part,
we first create one and only one entity. Thereafter, we consider a loop which for any entity
entering the deterioration process module, checks the inventory level and if it is positive assigns
an exponential delay time for deterioration. During this delay of time, we also need to check if
the inventory level has already been changed due to the customer arrival (we check this by
defining MyInv in our flowchart). If the inventory level has already been changed and it is still
positive, MyInv will be updated using the new value of the inventory level and as a result, the
deterioration process regenerates using the new mean value of exponential deterioration
1

(shown as 𝜎𝜎∙𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 in our flowchart).

For Rajan et al. (1992)’s model, as we have a multiple-cycle inventory system, we also
need to check that any entity only affects the cycle it belongs to. Therefore, for any entity
belonging to a specific cycle, we assign an attribute of cycle number (MyCycle in our
flowchart). We use this attribute in order to check that any entity leaving the deterioration
process module is in the right cycle.
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The simulation model by Abad (1996)

For simulating this model, we consider, as explained before, a fixed cycle time of CL, which
is the cycle length derived by Abad (1996) that is 6.68. Moreover, we consider the same
inventory level at the beginning of the cycle as the one obtained by Abad (1996) that is 97
(after rounding). Therefore, we have a fixed value of initial inventory level (I0) and a random
value of maximum demand backlogged (S) which leads to have a random order quantity of
Q = I0 + S.
In following, we explain the way we collect our data in flowchart given in Figure 2.1. In
order to find the profit during the cycle, we need to record the changes in revenue and costs
over a cycle. In order to find the total revenue during a cycle, we need to keep track of customer
arrival process. Therefore, when a customer arrives we need to check if his reservation price is
greater than the announced price. If so, we update the revenue (RV in our flowchart). Moreover,
according to Figure 2.1, we find the order quantity as Q = I0 – IL (t = 6.68) where
IL (t = 6.68) = -S. Finally, we can find the inventory holding cost by finding the accumulated
inventory level over a cycle. In order to find the accumulated inventory level over a cycle, we
can multiply different values of the inventory level by the time interval until one item has either
been demanded or deteriorated (we show these values by IL*(LastUpdate-TNOW) in our
flowchart). Thereafter, by accumulating all values of IL*(LastUpdate-TNOW) during a cycle,
we can find the accumulated inventory level and as a result, the inventory holding cost over a
cycle.
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arrival process
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Create one and only one entity

Set IL=I0
Inventory level is
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No
1) Set price0=0.5*(α+ν)
2) Set RN=
a random number

1) Set price=0.5*(a*e-µ*TNOW +(ν+
h/σ)*e σ *TNOW - h/σ)
2) Set RN=a random number
3) Set δ= eµ*TNOW

Set MyInv= Current inventory
level
Go through the delay time for
deteriorating each item that is
Expo(1/(σ*MyInv))

Set RN=
a random number

Yes

RN≤(a-price0)/a

No

RN≤(a-δ*price)/a

MyInv=IL
No

Yes
1) Set AccInv=AccInv+IL*(TNOWLastUpdate)
2) Set LastUpdate=TNOW
3) Set RV=RV+price
4) Set IL=IL-1

RN ≤ k0 e-0.05*TNOW

No

Dispose the entity

Yes

1) Set RV=RV+0.5*(α+ν)
2) Set IL = IL-1
No

Inventory level is
positive
If TNOW=cycle time
(simulation time)

Yes

Yes

Record the following data at the
end of each replication:
1) Set Order Quantity=I0-IL
2) Set TotalProfit=-h * AccInv +
RV - K - c0* (I0-IL)

No

Yes
1) Set AccInv=AccInv+IL*(TNOWLastUpdate)
2) Set LastUpdate=TNOW
3) Set IL= IL-1

If Number of
replications ≤ NA
No

Yes
Start another
replication

Stop
simuation

No

Figure 2.1: Flowchart for simulating the flow of an entity through the system of the model by
Abad (1996)

Here, we use the method of replication with the duration of CL for each replication.
Therefore, for each replication, we record the Total Profit During a Cycle (TPR) as follows:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − (𝐾𝐾 + 𝑐𝑐0 ∙ 𝑄𝑄) − ℎ � 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡), 0)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.
0

(2.37)

The RV and Q are the total revenue and the order size, respectively, that are collected during
the replication i of the simulation model (see Figure 2.1). Denote by CL and PR the cycle length
and the profit rate, respectively. Note that for simulating Abad (1996)’s model, we consider
the cycle length (CL) to be constant.
Finally, we can find the average value of the above statistics over all replications as
follows:
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𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = Average 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 over all replications,
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑄𝑄 = Average 𝑄𝑄 over all replications,
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
2.5.2

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

.

(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)

The simulation model by Rajan et al. (1992)

As explained previously, for the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1992), we consider a fixed
order quantity of Q, which is the order quantity derived by Rajan et al. (1992) that is 206 (after
rounding). Moreover, we use the same initial inventory level as the one obtained by Rajan et
al. (1992) that is 206 (after rounding).
In Figure 2.2, we present our flowchart in order to simulate a flow of an entity through the
system of the model by Rajan et al. (1992). In this flowchart, we find the revenue and the
holding cost in the same way as it is described for Abad (1996)’s simulation model. But in
order to find the order quantity during a cycle, we collect the number of times one item has
either been demanded or deteriorated.
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Start customer
arrival process
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process
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No
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No
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2) TotalProfit=-h * AccInv + RV - K c0 * I 0

1) Set Profit=0
2) Set AccInv=0
2) Set LastUpdate=TNOW
3) Set CyclStartTime=TNOW
4) Set IL=I0
5) Set CycleNumb=CycleNumb+1

No
Stop simulation

Figure 2.2: Flowchart for simulating the flow of an entity through the system of the model by
Rajan et al. (1992)

Here, we use the regenerative method to simulate our model where the system regenerates
itself as soon as the inventory level reaches zero. Therefore, for each cycle, we record the Total
Profit During a Cycle (TPR) as follows:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − (𝐾𝐾 + 𝑐𝑐0 ∙ 𝑄𝑄) − ℎ � 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.
0

(2.41)

The RV and CL are the total revenue and the cycle time, respectively, that are collected during
the cycle i of the simulation model (see Figure 2.2). Moreover, recall that 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 is a random
variable here which varies from one cycle to another.
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Finally, we can find the average value of the above statistics over all cycles as follows:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = Average 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 over all cycles,

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = Average 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 over all cycles,
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

.

(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)

2.6 Results from the simulation analysis
We subdivide this section into two parts. First, we report our findings when using the parameter
values from Section 2.3. In the second part, we use the simulation model developed for the
verification of Abad (1996) to explore what is the optimal cycle time in case the starting
inventory and price function is unchanged. Similarly, we use the simulation model developed
for the verification of Rajan et al. (1992) to explore what is the optimal batch size in case price
function is unchanged. Note that the number of cycles are chosen in a way, so that the half
width of the 95 % confidence interval is reasonably small.
For Abad (1996), we report all results using the method of replications. We run our
simulation model for 9000 replications each with a duration of 6.68 time units. Moreover, for
Rajan et al. (1992), we use the regenerative method and run our multiple-cycle simulation
models for 5000 cycles and one replication. For the first part where we report our findings
when using the given parameter values, we report our results using both long-run and shortterm measure, but for the second part of our analysis where we do optimization, we apply the
long-run measure.
For the first part, we present the simulation outputs for the parameter values from Section
2.3 as well as, the results of comparing these simulation results with the results obtained for
deterministic model.
In following, we summarize the results obtained using a deterministic model in Sections
2.3.3 and 2.3.4. Recall that as there were some inaccuracies in model by Abad (1996), we redid
the optimization and got the profit per time unit and order quantity to be 40.29 and 598.19,
respectively. In addition, after recalculating the results obtained by Rajan et al. (1992), we
obtained almost the same optimal profit per time unit and cycle time as it is reported in the
paper that are 14.12 and 2.08, respectively. Moreover, recall that for the model by Rajan et al.
(1992) with zero drop-down value, we obtained the optimal profit per time unit and the cycle
time as 19.472 and 0.92, respectively.
The results of simulation as well as, comparison of these results with the results obtained
using a deterministic model are summarized in Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 for Abad (1996), Rajan
et al. (1992), and Rajan et al. (1992) with zero drop-down value, respectively. Moreover, the
results of Rajan et al. (1992) simulation model with the short-term performance measure is
given in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.2: Results obtained for the simulation model by Abad (1996)
Expected Order Quantity
Expected Total Profit per Cycle
Expected Profit Rate
Lower Confidence Interval
Upper Confidence Interval
Difference in
Difference between the results
profit rate
obtained using the simulation model
and the results obtained using
Difference in
deterministic model
Order Quantity

600.74
273.3783
40.9249
40.9649
40.8849
1.55 %
0.61 %

Table 2.3: Results obtained for the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996)
Expected Cycle Time
Expected Total Profit per Cycle
Expected Profit Rate
Standard Deviation of Observations
Lower Confidence Interval
Upper Confidence Interval
Difference between the results obtained Difference in
profit rate
using the simulation model and the
results obtained using deterministic
Difference in
model
cycle length

2.095
29.318
13.9939
6.8606
13.9031
14.084
0.9011 %
0.716 %

Table 2.4: Results obtained for the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996) using the shortterm performance measure
Expected Profit Rate
Standard Deviation of Observations
Lower Confidence Interval
Upper Confidence Interval

14.2452
3.2966
14.1538
14.3366
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Table 2.5: Results obtained for the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996) with zero dropdown value
Expected Cycle Time
Expected Total Profit per Cycle
Expected Profit Rate
Standard Deviation of Observations
Lower Confidence Interval
Upper Confidence Interval
Difference between the optimal
Difference in
results obtained using the
profit rate
simulation model and the
Difference in
results obtained using
cycle length
deterministic model

0.9528
17.8647
18.75
31.4461
17.8351
19.6648
3.8507 %
3.4425 %

From Tables 2.2 and 2.3, we can see that the optimal profit per time unit obtained using a
deterministic model does not fall within the confidence interval of 95 % obtained using a
simulation model. However, the difference between the results obtained using a simulation
model and the optimal profit per time unit obtained using a deterministic model seems to be
negligible. From Table 2.5, we can see that the optimal profit per time unit obtained using a
deterministic model fall within the confidence interval of 95 % obtained using a simulation
model. However, the confidence interval of 95 % for this case which is the case of Rajan et al.
(1992) with zero drop-down value is rather wide.
From Table 2.4, we can see that the expected profit rate obtained using the short-term
measure is greater than the expected profit rate obtained using the long-run measure, i.e.,
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝐸𝐸 � 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 � >
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)
𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)

. Bellow we argue why this holds.
1

1

1

𝐸𝐸 � 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 � = 𝐸𝐸 �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� = 𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇) ∙ 𝐸𝐸 �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶�.

(2.45)

We expect that 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 and CL to be negatively correlated. This is due to the fact that when
the cycle time becomes shorter (due to the randomness in demand and deterioration) the more
items would be sold at higher prices, the inventory holding cost would become less, and less
items would be deteriorated. Therefore, the total profit earned during the cycle (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇) in this
case, will be higher compared to the case where the cycle time is longer. Thus, we would expect
to have a negative covariance of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) < 0 and consequently, a positive covariance
1

of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� > 0.

1

Moreover, as the function of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 is a convex function on 𝑥𝑥 > 0, from the Jensen's
1

1

inequality, we get that 𝐸𝐸 �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� ≥ 𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶). Therefore, by inserting the value of
1

𝐸𝐸 �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� into Equation (2.45) we get the following inequality
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

1

1

𝐸𝐸 � 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 � ≥ 𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇) ∙ 𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶).

1

𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)

instead of

(2.46)
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1

Moreover, as we argued that 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 �𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� > 0, we can get the following from inequality

(2.46)

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

1

𝐸𝐸 � 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 � > 𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇) ∙ 𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶).

(2.47)

Therefore, we justified that the expected profit rate obtained using the short-term measure
is greater than the one obtained using the long-run measure. This can also be seen by examining
the simulation outputs.
Next, we do the analysis related to the second part where we do some numerical
experiments in order to find the optimal solutions of the common example by Abad (1996) and
Rajan et al. (1992) using the simulation models. Here, we consider that the optimal price
function is given.
For the model by Abad (1996), as we need to know the duration of cycle for estimating
the fraction of shortage backordered, we find the profit per time unit for a range of given cycle
times. In this way, by comparing the profit per time unit over different values of cycle times,
we find the optimal cycle time. From Table 2.6, we can see that the most of the solutions are
equally good.
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Table 2.6: Optimal solution obtained for the simulation model by Abad (1996)
Expected Profit per
time unit
40.9242
40.9249
40.9272
40.9278
40.9286
40.9278
40.9292
40.9294
40.9294
40.9289
40.9292
40.9249
40.9322
40.9319
40.9312
40.9305
40.9307
40.9308
40.9312
40.9305
40.9307
40.9304
40.9309
40.9313
40.9295
40.9291
40.9270
40.9272
40.9256
40.9257
40.9239

Cycle time
6.67
6.68
6.69
6.70
6.71
6.72
6.73
6.74
6.75
6.76
6.77
6.78
6.79
6.80
6.81
6.82
6.83
6.84
6.85
6.86
6.87
6.88
6.89
6.90
6.91
6.92
6.93
6.94
6.95
6.96
6.97
Difference between the
optimal results obtained
using the simulation
model and the results
obtained using
deterministic model

Difference
in profit
rate
Difference
in cycle
length

1.56 %

1.62 %

Optimal solution is shown in bold

The possible concavity of the profit function for the simulation model by Abad (1996) is
illustrated numerically in Figure 2.3. This figure is drawn using the linear interpolation from
points that are shown in Table 2.6, as well as some other optional points that give an illustration
of profit per time unit over a wide range of cycle times.
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Profit per time unit for a given
cycle time
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Figure 2.3: The graphical illustration of the possible concavity of the profit function for the
simulation model by Abad (1996)

For the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996), we find the optimal order quantity by
finding the maximum profit per time unit obtained over different values of order quantities.
From Table 2.7, we can again see that the most of the solutions are equally good, as well.
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Table 2.7: Optimal solution obtained for the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996)
Order Quantity
220
210
209
208
207
206
205
204
203
202
201
200
199
198
197
196
195
194
193
192
191
190
180
Difference between
the optimal results
obtained using the
simulation model and
the results obtained
using deterministic
model

Difference in
profit rate

Expected profit per
time unit
13.0293
13.9609
13.9360
13.6738
13.8468
13.9939
14.0061
14.0082
13.9762
13.9799
13.9894
14.0005
13.9964
13.9666
13.9522
13.8928
13.9215
13.9169
13.8548
13.8629
13.8704
13.8031
13.4368

0.7981 %

0.9804 %
Difference in
Order Quantity

Optimal solution is shown in bold

The possible concavity of the profit function for the simulation model by Rajan et al.
(1996) is illustrated numerically (see Figure 2.4). This figure is drawn using the linear
interpolation from the points that are shown in Table 2.7 and some other optional points that
give an illustration of profit per time unit over a wide range of order quantities.
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Profit per time unit for a given
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Figure 2.4: The graphical illustration of the possible concavity of the profit function for the
simulation model by Rajan et al. (1992)

For the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996) with zero drop-down value, we find the
optimal order quantity by finding the maximum profit per time unit obtained over different
values of order quantities. From Table 2.8, we can again see that the most of the solutions are
equally good, as well.
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Table 2.8: Optimal solution obtained for the simulation model by Rajan et al. (1996) with
zero drop-down value
Order Quantity
70
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
100
Difference between
the optimal results
obtained using the
simulation model and
the results obtained
using deterministic
model

Difference in
profit rate
Difference in
Order
Quantity

Expected Profit per
time unit
17.4483
19.0380
19.1267
19.1004
19.1985
19.2130
19.2399
19.1774
18.5280
19.7539
18.7499
18.2262
9.9282
1.2063 %

4.7059 %

Optimal solution is shown in bold

2.7 Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate the effect of randomness with regard to deterioration and demand
on two well-known deterministic models within the subject of optimal dynamic pricing and
lot-sizing models for deteriorating items, namely the model by Abad (1996) and Rajan et al.
(1992). The aim is to investigate whether the optimal results found in these deterministic
models are indeed robust under stochastic conditions. In this regard, we develop simulation
models in order to test the numerical results obtained by these authors. We do our experiment
in two levels. In the first level, for the model Abad (1996), we examine whether we obtain the
same profit per time unit and order quantity if we insert the optimal price function and cycle
time obtained by Abad (1996) into our simulation model. In addition, for the model by Rajan
et al. (1992), we examine whether we get the same profit per time unit and cycle time if we
insert the optimal price function and order quantity obtained by Rajan et al. (1992) into our
simulation model. In the second level of the experiment, for the model by Abad (1996), we
find the optimal cycle time and profit per time unit numerically using simulation model.
Moreover, for Rajan et al. (1992)’s model, we find the optimal order quantity and profit per
time unit numerically through simulation model. We also test the robustness of the optimal
solutions obtained for model by Rajan et al. (1992) with zero-drop down value under stochastic
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conditions. Here, we do the same experiments as those for model by Rajan et al. (1992) with
non-zero-drop-down value.
From our first set of examinations, we observe that the optimal profit per time unit given
in deterministic models do not exactly fall within the 95 % confidence interval of profit per
time unit obtained using a simulation model. However, the difference between the results
obtained through simulation model and the optimal solutions derived using a deterministic
model seems to be negligible. Therefore, it seems that the results are still robust under
stochastic conditions. A well-known case, where this robustness of results is in fact true, is
with regard to the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ).
From our second set of examinations, we can see that there still seems to be a negligible
difference between the optimal solutions obtained using a simulation model and the optimal
solutions obtained using a deterministic model. As a result, it seems that the optimal solutions
obtained using a deterministic model still hold under stochastic conditions.
For further studies, it could be interesting to apply the proposed investigations on other
deterministic models existing in literature. In addition, more research could be done in order to
study the robustness of deterministic models under a condition where the inventory system
faces more stochastic inputs.
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Optimal State-Dependent Prices, Lot-Size, and Re-Order Point for an Inventory
System when the Demand, Lead-Times, and Deterioration Process are
Stochastic
Maryam Ghoreishi and Christian Larsen
Cluster for Operations Research, Analytics, and Logistics (CORAL), Department of
Economics and Business Economics, BSS, Aarhus University, Denmark
Abstract
Most published works concerning joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory decisions for
deteriorating items assume that the inventory system can be modelled as a deterministic system. More
realistically, however, the deterioration, lead-times, and demand process must be assumed to be
stochastic. In this paper, we therefore address the simultaneous determination of optimal dynamic
pricing and inventory strategies where the demand, lead-times, and deterioration are exposed to
randomness. This stochastic model is based on Markov decision theory. The inter-arrival times follow
an Erlangian distribution. In addition, at any time an arriving customer has a reservation price that is
perceived by the retailer to be a random variable. The customer will only demand a unit if his/her
reservation price is larger than or equal to the announced price. Moreover, the time interval until the
next item will deteriorate follows an exponential distribution. We also consider Erlangian distributed
lead-times and find the optimal dynamic pricing policy by using the value-iteration algorithm, and in
two outer loops we find the optimal lot-size and re-order point. We also study a special case where
the replenishment lead-time is zero. For this case, the optimal dynamic pricing strategy is also
obtained by using the value-iteration algorithm, while we find the optimal lot-size in an outer loop.
In addition to our model developments, we do some numerical investigations. For the general model
with Erlangian lead-times, we investigate how the parameters of our model affect the optimal re-order
point. Furthermore, for the special case with zero lead-time, we investigate the effect of the stochastic
conditions on a similarly calibrated deterministic model. Finally, we numerically test whether the lotsizing and pricing decisions can be decomposed under stochastic settings. We observe that this
decomposition can lead to a negligible difference.
Keywords: Inventory control; optimal pricing; deterioration; semi-Markov decision model
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3.1 Introduction
Due to the advances in information technology, performing dynamic pricing has become easy.
Moreover, intense competition and emergency in electronic market places such as Amazon.com have
led to the need to adjust the pricing decisions dynamically. Therefore, the problem of finding an
optimal dynamic pricing strategy for a firm has attracted many researchers. The problem of finding
an optimal price policy is often linked together with finding optimal inventory control policies as
well. Whitin (1955) was the first in this field to develop an EOQ (Economic Order Quantity) model
and a newsvendor model, both with price-dependent demand. Following Whitin (1955), several
studies have been made on developing models of coordinated optimal pricing and lot-sizing decisions,
for example, studies by Ladany and Sternlieb (1974), Rosenblatt and Lee (1985), and Urban et al.
(1997). For more recent contributions, see Pang et al. (1997), Zhu (2012), and Qin et al. (2014).
Except for Whitin (1955), the contributions above concern the case where demand is deterministic.
One reason for pricing items differently during an inventory cycle can be deterioration. The effect
of deterioration is very important in inventory systems such as foodstuffs, electronic products, and
fashion (see Li et al., 2015). Many models within the field of optimal dynamic pricing and lot-sizing
models for deteriorating items assume that everything is deterministic and develop a differential
equation as the core of analysis. The motivation is that although the real world is indeed stochastic,
it is often more convenient to work with a deterministic decision model that provides a nice closedform solution. For good survey papers, see Goyal and Giri (2001) and Bakker et al. (2012). In the
following, we will briefly go through some important contributions in this field. Rajan et al. (1992)
developed a problem of optimal dynamic pricing and ordering for a monopolistic retailer. This model
is developed for deteriorating items where each unit of on-hand inventory may exhibit a decrease in
market value called “value drop”. Abad (1996) extended this model to incorporate partial
backordering of demand. These two papers pointed at a remarkable feature, namely that the problem
can be decomposed into solving a pricing problem, and thereafter, solving a lot-sizing problem. Dye
(2007) investigated the problem of joint optimal pricing and ordering policies for a deteriorating
inventory with price-dependent demand and partial backlogging. Ghoreishi et al. (2015) developed
an economic ordering policy model for non-instantaneous deteriorating items under the effects of
inflation, permissible delay in payments, and customer returns. Chang et al. (2006) proposed an
inventory model for deteriorating items with log-concave demand and partial backlogging. Sargut
and Isik (2017) proposed an economic lot-size model for a perishable item with finite production
capacities.
Zabel (1972) was the first to study the problem of joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory
decisions under uncertain demand. After Zabel (1972), Federgruen and Heching (1999) presented a
general approach to treat this problem. They developed a value iteration algorithm in order to find
the optimal combined pricing and inventory strategy. Since Federgruen and Heching (1999), many
studies have been conducted to investigate the problems of joint optimal dynamic pricing and
inventory decisions under stochastic conditions. Gallego and van Ryzin (1999) developed the
problem of optimal dynamic pricing of inventories when demand is stochastic and the objective is to
maximize the expected revenues, but they did not consider optimal lot-sizing. See Chen and SimchiLevi (2012) and Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003) for the state of the art in this research area. Li
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et al. (2015) considered a coordinated dynamic pricing and inventory control strategy for deteriorating
items with external stochastic disturbance. They converted the problem of finding the optimal joint
dynamic pricing and production decisions into the problem of solving a Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman
(HJB) equation. In their model, both demand and deterioration rate are considered to be deterministic.
Xiao et al. (2015) investigated a periodic-review inventory model where demand is stochastically
decreasing in the sales price, and an exogenous underlying Markov process drives the procurement
cost. Herbon and Kogan (2014) studied the effect of demand-related uncertainty on joint dynamic
pricing and production decisions over a finite planning horizon. Neither Xiao et al. (2015) nor Herbon
and Kogan (2014) considered the effect of deterioration. Recently, a lot of research has been done on
this subject, such as Herbon and Khmelnitsky (2017), Lu et al. (2016), and Zhang et al. (2015).
Ghoreishi (2018) investigated the robustness of the deterministic models by Abad (1996) and Rajan
et al. (1992) when both demand and deterioration are exposed to randomness.
To the best of our knowledge, no research has been done with the purpose of incorporating both
Erlangean distributed demand and exponential deterioration rate in problems concerning joint optimal
dynamic pricing and inventory decisions. Neither have any investigations been carried out to
incorporate stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and stochastic lead-times comprehensively.
Given the shortcomings above, we summarize our main contributions as follows: First, to the best of
our knowledge, we are first to apply a Markov decision process framework in order to find the optimal
dynamic pricing decisions when demand, deterioration and lead-times follow a stochastic process.
Specifically, we assume Erlangian inter-arrival times and Erlangian distributed lead-times while there
are less studies done to investigate the effect of this stochastic distribution. We consider Erlangian
distributions with a given number of 𝐹𝐹 identical stages or phases. The advantage of this distribution
is that it can take a variety of shapes and can therefore be used to model a lot of interesting problems
with any mean and with

1

√𝐹𝐹

≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ≤ 1. Second, we demonstrate how to develop the special case with

zero lead-time. Finally, we numerically explore different aspects of these two stochastic models,
which results in some interesting managerial insights. The theoretical basis for our models is Markov
decision theory (see Tijms, 2003).
In this paper, we are interested in the following set of questions for the problem of joint optimal
dynamic pricing and inventory decisions for deteriorating items:
(1) How can a firm find the optimal dynamic pricing and inventory decisions under stochastic
demand and stochastic deterioration for the case with stochastic lead-times and the case where
the lead-time is negligible?
(2) How can different parameters affect the difference in optimal profit rate when going from the
case with stochastic inputs to a similarly calibrated case with deterministic inputs?
(3) How can different parameters affect the optimal re-order point under stochastic conditions
when setting the order quantity to its optimal value?
(4) Can optimal dynamic pricing and lot-sizing decisions be determined independently under
stochastic conditions?
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, we develop a semi-Markov decision
model for a general case with Erlangian distributed lead-times. In Section 3.3, we investigate a special
case with zero lead-time. In Section 3.4, we present the numerical investigations of the models
presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Finally, Section 3.5 contains some concluding remarks.

3.2 Development of a semi-Markov decision model
For a list of notation used throughout the paper, see Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Notations

Q
h
c
𝛿𝛿
K
𝜆𝜆(𝑝𝑝)
pi
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

Order quantity
Holding cost per unit per time unit
Purchasing price per unit
Deterioration rate
Constant purchasing cost per order
Arrival rate when making decision p
Price in each state i, where i is the current inventory level
Expected profit incurred until reaching the next state when in state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔)
using policy 𝑅𝑅�
Expected profit incurred until reaching the next state when in state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓)
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )
using policy 𝑅𝑅�
Expected time until reaching the next state when in state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) using policy
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )
𝑅𝑅�
Expected time until reaching the next state when in state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓) using policy 𝑅𝑅�
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )
Value of state (i,f,g) in iteration n of the algorithm
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔)
Value of state (i,f) in iteration n of the algorithm
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓)
�
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖’,𝑓𝑓’,𝑔𝑔’) (𝑅𝑅 ) Probability of transferring from state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) to state (𝑖𝑖’, 𝑓𝑓’, 𝑔𝑔’) under policy 𝑅𝑅�
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓),(𝑖𝑖’,𝑓𝑓’) (𝑅𝑅� ) Probability of transferring from state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓) to state (𝑖𝑖’, 𝑓𝑓’) under policy 𝑅𝑅�
F
Number of phases of Erlangian distributed inter-arrival times
G
Number of phases of Erlangian distributed lead-times
µ
Replenishment rate
π
Lost sale cost per unit
B
Benefit function
Λ
Arrival rate
s
Re-order point
PRd
Optimal profit rate obtained under deterministic settings
PRs
Optimal profit rate obtained under stochastic settings
Qd
Optimal order quantity obtained under deterministic settings
Qs
Optimal order quantity obtained under stochastic settings
PAQ
Profit rate obtained for a given value of Q and for prices that are adopted from
joint optimization
PGQ
Optimal profit rate obtained for a given value of Q
Y(i)
Time interval until the next item will deteriorate
T
Duration of each phase in the customer arrival process
X
Duration of each phase in the replenishment order lead-time process
D(p(t),t)
Notation used by Rajan et al. (1992), representing the demand rate function
Notation used by Rajan et al. (1992), representing a given parameter of the
b
demand rate function, where 1/b is the sensitivity of the demand rate with
respect to the price
a
Notation used by Rajan et al. (1992), representing the basic market potential
(a given parameter of the demand rate function)
Value drop rate function
𝜔𝜔(𝑡𝑡)
A given parameter of the value drop rate function
𝛽𝛽
σ
Notation used by Rajan et al. (1992), representing the wastage coefficient
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The assumptions of this model are summarized below:
1. We consider a single-item inventory system.
2. Backlogging is not allowed.
3. The replenishment rate is infinite.
4. Each item has deterioration process whereby the time until deterioration is neg. exponentially
distributed with mean 1/(δ). Thus, the pooled process is also neg. exponentially distributed with
mean 1/(δi) when the inventory level is i. All items therefore have a constant age-specific rate of
failure δ.
5. The inter-arrival time is given by an F phased Erlang distribution with mean value 1/Λ. This means
that the duration of each phase is exponentially distributed with mean 1/(FΛ).
6. Any customer has a benefit B from a purchase, and he/she will only buy an item if his/her benefit
is greater than or equal to the announced price. This benefit is considered to be a random variable.
7. When a replenishment is made, Q units are purchased, where Q is a decision variable.
8. All units on the inventory are charged a holding cost h per unit per time unit.
9. When a replenishment is made, the system is charged a fixed cost K plus a cost of c per unit
purchased.
10. We are using a policy 𝑅𝑅� = �𝑝𝑝̅1 , 𝑝𝑝̅2 , … . , 𝑝𝑝̅𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠 � where the price 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 is announced when the inventory
level is i. The prices are decision variables.
11. The lead-time is Erlangian distributed with G phases and mean value 1/μ. This means that the
duration of each phase is exponentially distributed with mean 1/(Gμ).
12. The order is placed when the inventory level reaches the re-order point s. This re-order point is
considered as a decision variable.
13. All unfulfilled demands are lost, and if a customer arrives to an empty system, it has a cost of π
per arrival.
14. Since demand is unit-sized, and backorders are not allowed, re-ordering always occurs at the reorder level, and any policy where s < Q will thus correspond to an order up to policy (s, S ) given
that Q = S – s. In addition, as s < Q, we have at most one outstanding replenishment order.
Johanser and Thorstenson (1993) established the optimality of the (s, Q) policy for the special
case of lost sales, pure Poisson demand, and at most one order outstanding at a time under the
long-run average cost criterion.
We first assume that Q and s are predetermined and thereby consider the problem of finding the
optimal prices. This decision problem can be analyzed by Markov decision theory. According to
Tijms [(2003; pp. 280), the components of such a model are: the state space, the action space, the
expected time until next decision epoch, the transition probabilities, and the expected costs (or profit)
incurred until the next decision epoch. The reason why we denote it a semi-Markov decision problem
is that the third component, the expected time until next decision epoch, is state dependent. Otherwise,
it would have been a Markov decision problem (see Tijms, 2003; pp. 279-305). The elements of the
semi-Markov decision problem are outlined below.
We have a three-dimensional state space (i,f,g). The first component i is the on-hand inventory
and it can contain all values from i = 0,…, s + Q. The second component f = 1,..., F is the remaining
number of phases until the next customer arrival. Of course, in reality the phases are not observable.
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However, by the way the model is designed, it has no influence with regard to the price optimization
whether we assume that the phases are observable or not. The third component g is either 0, when
i ≥ s + 1, in which case it means that there are no outstanding replenishment orders, or in case
i ≤ s, it attains one of the values 1,..., G, which denotes the number of phases left until the
replenishment order arrives. The transition diagram is given in Figure 3.1.
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For i > s+1
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FΛ

µG

FΛ

0,F,G

...

FΛ

0,F-1,G

0,1,G

µG

µG
0,F-2,G

0,F-1,G-1

0,F,G-1

µG

0,F,G-2

...

0,1,G-1

0,F,1
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µG

Q,F,0

FΛ

0,F-1,G-1

0,F-1,1

For i = 0

Figure 3.1: The transition rate diagram of the inventory system in Section 3.2

The action space concerns the price that we charge. If a customer arrives seeing the inventory
level i (and thereby an announced price 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ), the customer will buy an item (and thereby decrease the
inventory level to i – 1) with probability 𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) or will decide not to buy (and thereby the
inventory level remains at level i, and F phases will elapse before another customer arrives) with
probability 𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ). In principle, 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 can attain any positive value. However, according to Tijms
(2003, pp. 280), the action space must be finite. Furthermore, this is also needed in order to make the
computational procedure feasible. Therefore, we have restricted 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 to attain the values yΔ, y=1, 2,…
where Δ is some appropriately chosen grid value.
The other elements of the semi-Markov decision model are given below.
The expected time until reaching the next state, which we now denote by (𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )):

Denote by Y(i), T, and X the time interval until the next item will deteriorate, the duration of each
phase in the customer arrival process, and the duration of each phase in the replenishment order leadtime process, respectively. We assume that Y(i), T, and X follow an exponential distribution with
1

1

1

means 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 , 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 , respectively. Then
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = �

𝐸𝐸[𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚{𝑌𝑌(𝑖𝑖), 𝑇𝑇(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑖𝑖), }]
𝐸𝐸[𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚{𝑌𝑌(𝑖𝑖), 𝑇𝑇(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑖𝑖), 𝑋𝑋}]

𝑖𝑖 ≥ 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0
𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑔𝑔 = 1, . . , 𝐺𝐺.

As the random variables 𝑌𝑌(𝑖𝑖), 𝑇𝑇, and X are assumed to be independent, we get from the theory
about exponential distributions, Tijms (2003, pp. 440)
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1

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
1

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

𝑖𝑖 ≥ 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0, 𝐹𝐹 > 1

𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑔𝑔 = 1, . . , 𝐺𝐺, 𝐹𝐹 > 1

The transition probability, which we denote by 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖’,𝑓𝑓’,𝑔𝑔’) (𝑅𝑅� ), is the probability of
transferring from state (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) to state (i’, 𝑓𝑓’, 𝑔𝑔’) under policy 𝑅𝑅� . In addition, the expected profit
incurred until reaching the next state is denoted by 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ).
For 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖’,𝑓𝑓’,𝑔𝑔’) (𝑅𝑅� ) and 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ), the specifications are as shown below.

For states (i,f,g) with i > s +1, f > 1 and g = 0:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,0),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) , 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,0),(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓−1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = −ℎ𝑖𝑖𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f,g) with i = s +1, f > 1 and g = 0:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓,0),(𝑠𝑠,𝑓𝑓,𝐺𝐺) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1)𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) , 𝑞𝑞(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓,0),(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓−1,0) (𝑅𝑅�) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = −(ℎ𝑖𝑖+(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1))𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ).
For states (i,f,g) with 1 ≤ i ≤ s, f > 1 and g ≥ 2:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓−1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ),
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔−1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = −ℎ𝑖𝑖𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f,g) with 1 ≤ i ≤ s, f > 1 and g = 1:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1),(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓−1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ),
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1),(𝑖𝑖+𝑄𝑄,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = −ℎ𝑖𝑖𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f,g) with i=0, f > 1 and g ≥ 2:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(0,𝑓𝑓−1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔),(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔−1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
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𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 0.

For states (i,f,g) with i=0, f > 1 and g = 1:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(0,𝑓𝑓,1),(0,𝑓𝑓−1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(0,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(0,𝑓𝑓,1),(𝑄𝑄,𝑓𝑓,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(0,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(0,𝑓𝑓,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 0.

For states (i,f,g) with i > s +1, f = 1 and g = 0:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,0),(𝑖𝑖−1,1,0) (𝑅𝑅�) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) , 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,0),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� )
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,0),(𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = (𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) − ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,0) (𝑅𝑅�).

For states (i,f,g) with i = s +1, f = 1 and g = 0:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0),(𝑠𝑠,1,𝐺𝐺) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1)𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0) (𝑅𝑅�) , 𝑞𝑞(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0),(𝑠𝑠,𝐹𝐹,𝐺𝐺) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑠𝑠+1 )𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� )
𝑞𝑞(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0),(𝑠𝑠+1,𝐹𝐹,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅𝑠𝑠+1 )𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0) (𝑅𝑅�)
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = (−(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑠𝑠+1 ))+ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑠𝑠+1 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑠𝑠+1 ) −
ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠+1,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ).
For states (i,f,g) with 1 ≤ i ≤ s, f = 1 and g ≥ 2:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖−1,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ),
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔),(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔−1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = (𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) − ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f,g) with 1 ≤ i ≤ s, f = 1 and g = 1:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,1),(𝑖𝑖−1,1,1) (𝑅𝑅�) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,1),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ),
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,1),(𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1,1),(𝑖𝑖+𝑄𝑄,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,1) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = (𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) − ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f,g) with i=0, f = 1 and g ≥ 2:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(0,1,𝑔𝑔),(0,𝐹𝐹,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(0,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(0,1,𝑔𝑔),(0,1,𝑔𝑔−1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(0,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )
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and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = −Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(0,1,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f,g) with i=0, f = 1 and g = 1:
The transition probabilities are
𝑞𝑞(0,1,1),(0,𝐹𝐹,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(0,1,1) (𝑅𝑅�), 𝑞𝑞(0,1,1),(𝑄𝑄,1,0) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏(0,1,1) (𝑅𝑅� )
and the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state is
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(0,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) = −Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(0,1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ).

Because all transition probabilities and accumulated holding costs are proportional to 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ),
for any outgoing state (i,f,g), it holds that
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑅𝑅� )
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

−ℎ𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖 > 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0
−ℎ𝑖𝑖 − (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1)
𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0
−ℎ𝑖𝑖
1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2
−ℎ𝑖𝑖
1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1
0
𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2
0
𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1
=
𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) − ℎ𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖 > 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0
⎨
)
)
−(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
+
𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠
+
1)
+
Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵
≥
𝑝𝑝̅
+
𝑝𝑝̅
Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵
≥
𝑝𝑝̅
−
ℎ𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0
⎪
𝑠𝑠+1
𝑠𝑠+1
𝑠𝑠+1
⎪
𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) − ℎ𝑖𝑖
1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2
⎪
1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1
𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) − ℎ𝑖𝑖
⎪
− 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬
𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2
⎪
⎩
− 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬
𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1.
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

There are different methods for solving a semi-Markov decision problem, either using the policy
iteration algorithm, linear programming, or the value-iteration algorithm (which resembles dynamic
programming). As we have a rather large state space, the complexity of our system is best tackled
using the value-iteration algorithm. As we have a semi-Markov decision problem, we need to apply
a data transformation that basically transforms the decision problem to a standard Markov decision
problem where the time intervals between decision epochs are constant. Following the outline of
Tijms (2003; pp. 285 -286), we add ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 to all the values

of

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

����(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) =
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝜏𝜏 =

1

in

order to

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� )

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

make them

non-negative.

This

means

+ ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬.

that

Then

we define

we

define

, which is less than or equal to 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) (𝑅𝑅� ) for any state (i,f,g). We can state the

following recursion method to compute an optimal price policy.
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Denote by Vn(i,f,g) the value of state (i,f,g) in iteration n of the algorithm. This can be interpreted
as the total expected profit when acting optimally over the next n decision epochs (where some of
these are fictitious) and starting in state (i,f,g). Now, using the elements of the semi-Markov decision
described above and following the instructions given in Tijms (2003; pp. 285-286), the value-iteration
is as follows:
Step 0: Choose V0(i,f,g) = 0 for any state (i,f,g). Set n = 1. Choose an accuracy number ε > 0.
Step 1: Compute the function Vn(i,f,g) using Equation (7.2.3) given in Tijms (2003; pp. 286) as
follows:
If 𝑖𝑖 > 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 0) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 −

1, 𝑓𝑓, 0) + Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓 − 1,0) + (𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 0)].
If 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓, 0) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾 + 𝜋𝜋)Λ𝐹𝐹 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓, 𝐺𝐺) +
Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 − 1,0) + (𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓, 0)].
If 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 −
1, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) + Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓 − 1, 𝑔𝑔) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔 − 1) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔)].
If 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 1) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 −

1, 𝑓𝑓, 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓 − 1,1) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄, 𝑓𝑓, 0) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 1)].
If 𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (0, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝑓𝑓 −

1, 𝑔𝑔) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔 − 1) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔)].
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If 𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 > 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (0, 𝑓𝑓, 1) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝑓𝑓 −

1,1) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑄𝑄, 𝑓𝑓, 0) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝑓𝑓, 1)].
If 𝑖𝑖 > 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 1,0) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 −

𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) +
(𝑖𝑖,
)𝑉𝑉
1,1,0) + (𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 1,0)] + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 �Λ𝐹𝐹[𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵≥𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,0)+𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵<𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,0)]�.
If 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠 + 1, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 0:

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑠𝑠 + 1,1,0) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾 + 𝜋𝜋)Λ𝐹𝐹 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑠𝑠, 1, 𝐺𝐺) +

(𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 − 𝐾𝐾 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) +
(𝑠𝑠
(𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 + 1,1,0)] + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 �Λ𝐹𝐹[𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵≥𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,𝐺𝐺)+𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵<𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,0)]�.
If 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2:

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 1, 𝑔𝑔) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 −

1,1, 𝑔𝑔) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 1, 𝑔𝑔) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 1, 𝑔𝑔 − 1)] +
𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) +
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 �Λ𝐹𝐹[𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵≥𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,𝑔𝑔)+𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵<𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,𝑔𝑔)]�.
Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

If 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 1,1) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 −

1,1,1) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑖𝑖)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 1,1) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄, 1,0)] +
𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 ) +
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 �Λ𝐹𝐹[𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵≥𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹,1)+𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵<𝑝𝑝̅ 𝑖𝑖 )𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹,1)]�.
Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

If 𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 ≥ 2:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (0,1, 𝑔𝑔) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝐹𝐹, 𝑔𝑔) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 +
𝑠𝑠)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0,1, 𝑔𝑔) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0,1, 𝑔𝑔 − 1)].
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If 𝑖𝑖 = 0, 𝑓𝑓 = 1, 𝑔𝑔 = 1:

1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (0,1,1) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄+𝑠𝑠)+𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 [Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0, 𝐹𝐹, 1) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 +

𝑠𝑠)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (0,1,1) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑄𝑄, 1,0)].
Step 2: Compute the bounds

𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) {𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) − 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔)}
and

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔) {𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔) − 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔)}

.

Let 𝑅𝑅� (𝑛𝑛) be the optimal price policies for states (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑔𝑔), i = 1,..., Q + s.
The algorithm is stopped with policy 𝑅𝑅� (𝑛𝑛) if Mn – mn ≤ ε mn. Otherwise, increment the counter
n by 1 and return to Step 1.
Following the outline in Tijms (2003; pp. 266), the profit per time unit can be found using the
following formula:

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 +𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛
2

− ℎ(𝑄𝑄 + 𝑠𝑠) − (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠 + 1) + Λ𝐹𝐹) − 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬.

We can find the optimal Q and s by redoing the value-iteration algorithm for different values of
Q and s in selected intervals where 𝑄𝑄 > 𝑠𝑠. Therefore, for different given values of Q, we can find the
optimal s and the optimal price policy using the value-iteration algorithm. In this way, for any given
Q we can find the optimal s and corresponding profit rate (denote the optimal s and profit rate for that
optimal s by sOpt and gOpt, respectively) and thereafter, iterate through different values of Q and
compare the values of gOpt obtained for different Q until the maximum profit rate is found.

3.3 Development of a special case with zero lead-time
We now demonstrate how to develop the special case where the lead-time is zero. The only difference
between this model and the model developed in Section 3.2 is actually the zero lead-time. Hence, the
assumptions 1 to 9 stated in Section 3.2 still hold for this model. We also assume that we are using a
policy 𝑅𝑅� = �𝑝𝑝̅1 , 𝑝𝑝̅2 , … , 𝑝𝑝̅𝑄𝑄 �.
We again apply the value-iteration algorithm and assume that the order size Q is given like in
Section 3.2.
We now have a two-dimensional state space (i,f) where i = 1,…, Q is the current inventory level
and f = 1,..., F phases remain until the next customer arrival. The transition rate diagram is given in
Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: The transition rate diagram of the inventory system in Section 3.3
The expected time until reaching the next state is denoted by 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ). In accordance with the
derivations done in Section 3.2, 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ) is determined as
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ) =

1

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

.

The transition probability, which we denote by 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓),�𝑖𝑖 ′ ,𝑓𝑓′� (𝑅𝑅�), is given as follows:

For states (i,f) with i > 1 and f > 1:
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅�) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓),(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓−1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ).

For states (i,f) with i > 1 and f = 1:
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1),(𝑖𝑖−1,1) (𝑅𝑅�) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1),(𝑖𝑖−1,𝐹𝐹) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1) (𝑅𝑅� ),
𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,1),(𝑖𝑖,𝐹𝐹) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅𝑖𝑖 )𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,1) (𝑅𝑅� ).
For states (i,f) with i = 1 and f > 1:
𝑞𝑞(1,𝑓𝑓),(𝑄𝑄,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(1,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(1,𝑓𝑓),(1,𝑓𝑓−1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝜏𝜏(1,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ).

Finally, for the state (i,f) with i =1 and f = 1, we have
𝑞𝑞(1,1),(𝑄𝑄,1) (𝑅𝑅� ) = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝜏𝜏(1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ), 𝑞𝑞(1,1),(𝑄𝑄,𝐹𝐹) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅1 )𝜏𝜏(1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ),
𝑞𝑞(1,1),(1,𝐹𝐹) (𝑅𝑅� ) = Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝̅1 )𝜏𝜏(1,1) (𝑅𝑅� ).
Finally, we specify the expected profit incurred until reaching the next state, which we denote
by 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅�). Due to the fact that all transition probabilities and accumulated holding costs are
proportional to 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ) for any outgoing state (i,f), it then holds that:
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−ℎ𝑖𝑖
⎧ −ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝̅ Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅ )
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
=
−ℎ
−
(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
+
𝐾𝐾)𝛿𝛿
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )
⎨
⎩−ℎ + 𝑝𝑝̅1 Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅1 ) − (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)�𝛿𝛿 + Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝̅1 )�

𝑖𝑖 > 1, 𝑓𝑓 > 1
𝑖𝑖 > 1, 𝑓𝑓 = 1
𝑖𝑖 = 1, 𝑓𝑓 > 1
𝑖𝑖 = 1, 𝑓𝑓 = 1.

We now describe how to set up the value-iteration algorithm to find the optimal price policy.
Again following the outline of Tijms (2003; pp. 285-286), we add ℎ𝑄𝑄 + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿 + Λ𝐹𝐹) to all the

values of

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )

��
��(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅�) =
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )
𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� )

in order to make them non-negative. This means that we define

+ ℎ𝑄𝑄 + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿 + Λ𝐹𝐹). Then we define =

1

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

, which is less than or

equal to 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) (𝑅𝑅� ) for any state (i,f). We can now outline the value-iteration algorithm for computing
an optimal price policy in more detail.
Step 0: Choose V0(i,f) = 0 for any state (i,f). Set n = 1. Choose an accuracy number ε > 0.
Step 1: Compute the function Vn(i,f) using Equation (7.2.3) given in Tijms (2003; pp. 286) as follows:
If i > 1 and f > 1:
1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿 + Λ𝐹𝐹) + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 [Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓 − 1) + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑓𝑓) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 −
𝑖𝑖)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓)].

If i > 1 and f = 1:

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 1) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 − 𝑖𝑖) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿 + Λ𝐹𝐹) +

+𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 �𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝) +
If i = 1 and f > 1:

1
[𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 − 1,1) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 − 𝑖𝑖)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 1)]
Λ𝐹𝐹 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

1
[Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝐹𝐹) + Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 < 𝑝𝑝)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝐹𝐹)]�.
Λ𝐹𝐹 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
1

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (1, 𝑓𝑓) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 − 1) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)Λ𝐹𝐹 + Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 [Λ𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (1, 𝑓𝑓 − 1) + 𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑄𝑄, 𝑓𝑓) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 −
1)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (1, 𝑓𝑓)].
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If i = 1 and f = 1:
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (1,1) = ℎ(𝑄𝑄 − 1) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)Λ𝐹𝐹 +

+𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 �(𝑝𝑝 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝐾𝐾)Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝) +

𝑝𝑝)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (1, 𝐹𝐹)]�.

1
[𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑄𝑄, 1) + 𝛿𝛿(𝑄𝑄 − 1)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (1,1)]
Λ𝐹𝐹 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
1

Λ𝐹𝐹+𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

[Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝)𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑄𝑄, 𝐹𝐹) + Λ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐵𝐵 <

Let 𝑅𝑅� (𝑛𝑛) be the optimal price policies for states (i,f), i= 1,.., Q.

Step 2: Compute the bounds
𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) {𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓) − 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓)}
and

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓) {𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓) − 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓)}.

The algorithm is stopped with policy 𝑅𝑅� (𝑛𝑛) if Mn – mn ≤ εmn. Otherwise, increment the counter n
by 1 and return to Step 1.
Following the outline in Tijms (2003; pp. 266), the profit per time unit can be found using the
following formula:

𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 +𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛
2

− ℎ𝑄𝑄 − (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝐾)(𝛿𝛿 + Λ𝐹𝐹).

The optimal Q can be found by redoing the value-iteration algorithm for different values of Q.
In this way, we can apply a loop and start by setting Q = 1 and find the optimal profit rate for that
given value of Q. Thereafter, we set Q = Q + 1 and derive the optimal profit rate for that value of Q.
We continue this loop until the maximum profit rate is found. So, in this way, the optimal order
quantity is found using an exhaustive search. Alternatively, one could have applied a bisection
algorithm (for instance, see Bartholomew-Biggs, 2005).

3.4 Numerical investigations
In this section, we do numerical analyses for the general model developed in Section 3.2 as well as
for the special case presented in Section 3.3.
Example 1. In this numerical example, we first investigate the differences obtained in results when
going from a special case with zero lead-time to a general case with positive lead-times. Thereafter,
we explore the effect of changing π, μ, and Λ on the optimal re-order point obtained for the general
model.
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The numerical investigation is based on the following data: Λ = 6, δ = 0.2, K = 20, h = 0.01,
c = 2, ε = 0.001, µ = 0.5, π = 1, F = 2, G = 2. B is uniformly distributed from 0 to z with z = 50 and
the grid value Δ = 0.01 meaning that the prices can attain any value yΔ, y = 1,..., a/Δ.
First, we find the optimal solution for the special case with zero lead-time (Table 3.2). For this
special case, the optimal policy decisions are found using the value-iteration algorithm developed in
Section 3.3.
Table 3.2: Optimal policy decisions of Example 1 with zero lead-time
Inventory level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Optimal order quantity
Optimal profit per time unit

Optimal price policy
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 27.28
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 27.12
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =27.00
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.91
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.82
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.75
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.68
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.61
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.54
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.48
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.42
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.36
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.30
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.24
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.19
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.14
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.10
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.06
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.02
𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 19
60.7312

Thereafter, we derive the optimal solution for the general model using the value-iteration
algorithm described in Section 3.2. The results of the joint optimization are given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Optimal policy decisions of Example 1
Inventory level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
Optimal order quantity
Optimal re-order point
Optimal profit per time unit

Optimal price policy
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 41.22
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =36.86
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =34.22
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =32.38
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 31.03
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 30.00
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 29.21
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 28.59
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 28.09
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 27.69
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 27.36
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 27.09
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.87
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.78
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.73
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.68
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.63
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.58
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.53
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.48
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.44
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.39
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.35
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.31
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.27
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.23
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.20
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.16
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.13
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.10
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.07
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.04
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 26.02
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.99
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.97
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.95
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.93
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.91
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.89
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.87
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.86
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ = 25.84
𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 29
𝑠𝑠 ∗ = 13
54.8583
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As expected, we see a decreased profit rate when going to a less ideal situation with positive
60.7312−54.8583

lead-times (�

60.7312

� 100 = 9.6703 %). From Tables 3.2 and 3.3, we also observe that the

optimal prices fluctuate much more in the case with positive lead-times whereas they are almost
constant for the case with zero lead-time.
We continue our investigations of the general model by exploring the effect of changing π, μ,
and Λ on the optimal re-order point when the value of Q is set to its optimal value. Table 3.4 shows
the effect of changing the value of π on the optimal solution. From this table, we see that the re-order
point is non-decreasing in π. Furthermore, we can see that the optimal re-order point is above the
expected lead-time demand (which is below Λ/µ = 12, ignoring that customers might decline from
entering), which is in line with what we normally see in a stochastic inventory model.
Table 3.4: The effect of different values of π on the optimal re-order point of Example 1 when
Q = Q* = 29
π
s*
Optimal profit per
time unit

1
13
54.8583

2.5
14
54.5549

4
14
54.3275

5.5
14
54.1330

Next, we study the effect of different values of μ and Λ on the optimal re-order point. The results
of the investigations of parameters μ and Λ are given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.
Table 3.5: The effect of different values of µ on the optimal re-order point of Example 1 when
Q = Q* = 29
µ
s*
Optimal profit per
time unit

0.5
13
54.8583

0.75
8
56.5175

1
6
57.3922

1.25
5
57.9201

Table 3.6: The effect of different values of Λ on the optimal re-order point of Example 1 when
Q = Q* = 29
Λ
s*
Optimal profit per
time unit

4
7
34.7915

5
10
44.8510

6
13
54.8583

7
16
64.8306

From Tables 3.5 and 3.6, we observe that there is an increase (decrease) in the optimal re-order
point when μ is decreased (increased), which is due to the decrease (increase) in expected lead-time.
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In addition, we see that the optimal re-order point is increasing in Λ. This is because the expected
lead-time demand is increased.
Example 2. Here, we study the effect of different measures on a special case where the lead-time is
zero. In this regard, we first explore the effect of different parameters on the difference obtained in
the optimal profit rate when using deterministic settings and when incorporating the stochastic
conditions. Next, we study whether the pricing and lot-sizing decisions can be decomposed under
stochastic conditions. This is inspired by the findings by Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996), who
prove this to hold in a deterministic setting. Finally, we investigate the effect of changing F and Λ on
the optimal solutions.
The numerical investigation is based on the following data: Λ = 6, 𝛿𝛿 = 1, K = 30, h = 0.001,
c = 2, ε = 0.001, B is uniformly distributed from 0 to z with z = 100. The grid value is chosen to be
Δ = 0.01.
For the case with F = 1, the result of the joint optimization is given in Table 3.7. As it is unlikely
to show analytically the quasi-concavity of the profit rate function with respect to the Q, we illustrate
this numerically (see Figure 3.3).
Table 3.7: Optimal policy decisions of Example 2 when F=1
Inventory level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Optimal order quantity
Optimal profit per time unit

Optimal price policy
𝑝𝑝1∗ = 54.59
𝑝𝑝2∗ = 53.62
𝑝𝑝3∗ = 53.00
𝑝𝑝4∗ = 52.57
𝑝𝑝5∗ = 52.25
𝑝𝑝6∗ = 52.00
𝑝𝑝7∗ = 51.80
𝑝𝑝8∗ = 51.64
𝑝𝑝9∗ = 51.50
∗
𝑝𝑝10
= 51.38
∗
𝑝𝑝11 = 51.28
∗
𝑝𝑝12
= 51.20
∗
𝑝𝑝13 = 51.12
∗
𝑝𝑝14
= 51.05
14
114.3474
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Figure 3.3: The graphical illustration of the quasi-concavity of the profit rate function with respect
to the order quantity of Example 2 when F = 1
First, for different parameter values, we explore the effect of the stochastic conditions on a
similarly calibrated deterministic model. For the stochastic model, we consider that F = 1, which
corresponds to exponentially distributed inter-arrival times. For this model, the optimal solution is
obtained using the value iteration algorithm proposed in Section 3.3. In addition, for a similarly
calibrated deterministic model, the optimal solution is found using the solution procedure presented
by Rajan et al. (1992). They assume that at time t, the demand rate is D(p(t),t) where p(t) is the price
charged at time t. Moreover, they consider a value drop rate function 𝜔𝜔(𝑡𝑡) that is increasing in t, and
they introduce the following demand rate in Section 3.2 of their paper:
𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡), 𝑡𝑡) =

𝑎𝑎 − 𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)
𝑏𝑏

,

where 1/b > 0 is the price-sensitivity coefficient (a given parameter), a is the basic market potential
(a given parameter), and 𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 is the value drop rate function, i.e., 𝜔𝜔(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 where 𝛽𝛽 ≥ 0 is a given
parameter.
In order to make this demand rate compatible with the net arrival rate in our model, we set 𝛽𝛽 = 0
and get
𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝) =

𝑎𝑎−𝑝𝑝
𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎

𝑝𝑝

= 𝑏𝑏 − 𝑏𝑏 .

(3.1a)

Rajan et al. (1992) consider a net arrival of 𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝) whereas we use a constant gross arrival of Λ
and then do thinning of this arrival rate by only including customers whose benefit exceeds the given
price. Therefore, in our stochastic model, the net arrival rate of λ(p) is given by
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𝑧𝑧−𝑝𝑝

𝜆𝜆(𝑝𝑝) = 𝛬𝛬𝛬𝛬(𝐵𝐵 ≥ 𝑝𝑝) = 𝛬𝛬 �

𝑧𝑧

𝑝𝑝

� = 𝛬𝛬 − 𝛬𝛬 𝑧𝑧 .

(3.1b)
𝑧𝑧

When comparing (3.1a) to (3.1b), we get 𝑏𝑏 = 𝛬𝛬 and 𝑎𝑎 = 𝑧𝑧. Moreover, with regard to the other

stochastic input, which is the deterioration, 𝛿𝛿 corresponds to the wastage coefficient of σ introduced
by Rajan et al. (1992). We have thus showed how the deterministic inputs can be designed such that
they are as closely as possible aligned with the assumptions of our stochastic model with F = 1. As
the assumptions of this deterministic model are in line with the assumptions given by Rajan et al.
(1992), we can use the solution procedure proposed in that paper. Of course, this is somewhat
approximated, as the events in our model do not happen continuously. In Table 3.8, we study the
effect of different parameters on the optimal profit rate obtained when using stochastic inputs and
deterministic inputs, respectively.
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Table 3.8: The effect of different parameters on the optimal profit rate obtained under deterministic
settings and stochastic settings for F = 1 of Example 2

Parameters

Optimal solution obtained for
the deterministic model using
the solution approach proposed
by Rajan et al. (1992)
PRd

Qd

Optimal solution obtained for
the stochastic model using the
solution procedure proposed
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠
in Section 3.3
(
)100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑
PRs

Qs

h

0.001
2.001
4.001
6.001

117.1079
109.2564
103.3625
98.4619

13
9
7
6

114.3474
104.7678
97.2862
90.8631

14
9
7
6

2.3572 %
4.1083 %
5.8786 %
7.7175 %

Λ

6
12
18
24

117.1079
253.0504
390.9950
529.8750

13
18
21
23

114.3474
250.882
389.0212
528.0976

14
18
21
23

2.3572 %
0.8569 %
0.5045 %
0.3354 %

𝛿𝛿

0.1
0.4
0.7
1

137.2009
128.7351
122.4985
117.1079

34
19
15
13

137.0517
127.8936
120.8038
114.3474

34
21
16
14

0.1087 %
0.6537 %
1.3164 %
2.3572 %

c

2
4
6
8

117.1079
103.7304
92.5675
82.6305

13
9
7
6

114.3474
99.2051
86.4266
74.8768

14
9
7
6

2.3572 %
4.3626 %
6.6340 %
9.3836 %

K

30
60
90
120

117.1079
101.9437
88.9640
77.1691

13
21
27
32

114.3474
98.3354
84.7712
72.2534

14
21
28
36

2.3572 %
3.5395 %
4.7129 %
6.3700 %

Denote by PRd, PRs, Qd, and Qs the optimal profit rate obtained under deterministic settings, the
optimal profit rate obtained under stochastic settings, the optimal order quantity obtained under
deterministic settings, and the optimal order quantity obtained under stochastic settings, respectively.
From Table 3.8, it follows that the optimal profit rate obtained under deterministic settings is slightly
higher than the optimal profit rate obtained under stochastic settings. This is in accordance with what
we usually see in stochastic models where the stochastic model generally performs worse than a
similarly calibrated deterministic model. Furthermore, we observe that the difference obtained in the
optimal profit rate when going from a case with stochastic settings to a similar case with deterministic
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) ∙ 100) is increasing in 𝛿𝛿, K, h, and c. In addition, we see that in most cases the

optimal order quantity obtained using a deterministic setting (Qd) is equal to the optimal order
quantity obtained under stochastic conditions (Qs), although there are also a few cases where Qd is
below Qs.
Next, we numerically investigate any independence between the optimal pricing and lot-sizing
decisions under stochastic conditions. To this end, we first consider that the optimal price policy is
found using the joint optimization. Thereafter, we explore what happens if we use another, and
smaller, order quantity of Q = 10 instead of the optimal order quantity of this example and adopt the
prices found in Table 3.7, meaning that we use the prices of p1 =54.59, …, p10 = 51.38. This policy
yields a profit per time unit of 113.42. However, if we optimize the prices for Q = 10, we again obtain
the same profit rate of 113.42 (see Table 3.9).

Table 3.9: Optimal prices obtained for F=1 and Q=10 of Example 2
Inventory level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Profit per time unit

Optimal price policy
𝑝𝑝1∗ = 54.76
𝑝𝑝2∗ = 53.74
𝑝𝑝3∗ = 53.08
𝑝𝑝4∗ = 52.63
𝑝𝑝5∗ = 52.29
𝑝𝑝6∗ = 52.04
𝑝𝑝7∗ = 51.84
𝑝𝑝8∗ = 51.67
𝑝𝑝9∗ = 51.54
∗
𝑝𝑝10
= 51.42
113.4217

In other words, we can see that for this experiment, the profit rate obtained when using the prices
without re-optimization is equal to the profit rate obtained when optimizing the prices (113.42).
Furthermore, if we choose another smaller order quantity such as Q = 8, the difference again appears
to be either negligible or zero. Therefore, we think this finding supports the findings in Rajan et al.
(1992) and Abad (1996), who claim that the same price function can be used irrespective of the order
quantity.
We have reproduced the experiment outlined above also for the cases with F = 5, 10, and 15. In
order to facilitate comparison, we also for these cases assume that the order quantity of Q = 10 is used
instead of the optimal one. Our findings are summarized in Table 3.10, where for the sake of clarity,
we have restated the results for the case with F = 1 as well.
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Table 3.10: The effect of F on the optimal solution, as well as the differences between the profits
obtained using the adapted approach (PAQ) compared to the optimized approach (PGQ) when
focusing on the chosen order quantity of Q in Example 2
Number of phases (F)
Optimal values
𝑄𝑄 ∗

Optimal profit rate obtained
using the joint optimization
Profit rate obtained for a given
value of Q = 10 and for prices
that are adopted from the joint
optimization (denoted by PAQ)
Optimal profit rate obtained for
a given value of Q = 10 (denoted
by PGQ)
Profit rate obtained for a given
value of Q = 8 and for prices
that are adopted from the joint
optimization (denoted by PAQ)
Optimal profit rate obtained for
a given value of Q = 8 (denoted
by PGQ)
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄=10 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄=10
(
)100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄=10
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄=8 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄=8
(
)100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄=8

1

5

10

15

14

14

13

13

114.35

114.15

113.99

114.13

113.42

113.11

113.28

113.16

113.42

113.11

113.28

113.16

111.93

111.74

111.66

111.63

111.94

111.75

111.66

111.63

0%

0%

0%

0%

0.0089 %

0.0089 %

0%

0%

Also, for the case with F > 1, we observe that the numerical differences between the profits
obtained using the adapted approach compared to the optimized approach are either negligible or zero
when focusing on the chosen order quantity of Q = 10. Of course, more experiments must be done in
order to clarify whether the results of Rajan et al. (1992) and Abad (1996) for the deterministic case
can be confirmed for the stochastic case too.
From Table 3.10, we see another effect of the number of phases. We observe that the optimal
order size is rather insensitive to changes in F, as any change in F results in similar changes in the
number of phases in the arrival process, meaning that the arrival rate is unchanged.
We continue our investigations by exploring the effect of changing the arrival rate on the optimal
solutions. We do these investigations for the cases with F = 1 and F = 15 and the results are presented
in Tables 3.11 and 3.12, respectively. In particular, we want to compare the sensitivity of the optimal
order quantity with respect to the arrival rate in this model and the EOQ (Economic Order Quantity)
model. We know from the EOQ model (see Axsäter, 2015) that if we multiply the demand by a
constant, then the optimal order quantity will be increased by being multiplied by the square root of
that constant. However, as the model is different from the EOQ model in many ways, we do not have
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the same sensitivity, but we still have the same trend where the optimal order quantity is increasing
in the arrival rate. In particular, we can see that for the cases with F = 1, when the arrival rate increases
from 1.5 to 6 in Table 3.11, the optimal order quantity is only increased by about 40 %. However,
had it been a EOQ model, the optimal order quantity should have been increased by 100 %. This is
due to the fact that in our model, customers can refrain from buying and as a result, the demand rate
is less than the actual EOQ demand. Also, by comparing Table 3.11 to Table 3.12, we reach the same
conclusion as for Table 3.10. Namely, we see that for the same values of Λ, the optimal order size is
rather insensitive when going from F = 1 to F = 15.

Table 3.11: The effect of different values of Λ when F = 1 of Example 2
Λ
Q*
Profit per time unit

1.5
10
14.7556

3
11
47.4364

4.5
13
80.7635

6
14
114.3474

Table 3.12: The effect of different values of Λ when F = 15 of Example 2
Λ
Q*
Profit per time unit

1.5
10
14.5371

3
11
47.1784

4.5
12
80.4850

6
13
114.1327

3.5 Conclusions
In this paper, we develop two novel models in the field of joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory
decisions for deteriorating items under stochastic conditions. We treat these two models using the
Markov decision theory. We posit that any customer has a benefit from a purchase that is randomly
distributed, and that he/she will only demand a unit if his/her reservation price (which is his/her
evaluation of the worth of the product) is larger than or equal to the announced price.
The first model is developed for a general case with Erlangian distributed inter-arrival times,
Erlangian distributed lead-times, and an exponential deterioration process. For this model, we find
the optimal prices using the value-iteration algorithm, and we obtain the optimal order quantity and
re-order point using two outer loops. Moreover, we present a numerical example where we first
compare the optimal solutions when going from a special case with zero lead-time to a general model
with positive lead-times. Next, for the general model, by setting the order quantity at its optimal value,
we explore the effects of Λ, µ, and π on the optimal re-order point.
In the second model, we consider the special case where the lead-time is zero. We apply the
value-iteration algorithm in order to find the optimal pricing decisions, and we determine the optimal
order quantity in an outer loop. First, we numerically explore the effect of different parameters on the
optimal profit rate and optimal order quantity when considering deterministic settings and when
incorporating stochastic conditions. Our investigations show that the difference obtained in the
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optimal profit rate when using the stochastic inputs and when incorporating a similar deterministic
setting depends on the parameters of our model. In particular, it seems that this difference is more
noticeable for higher values of 𝛿𝛿, K, h, and c. Furthermore, we observe that in most of the cases, the
optimal order quantity obtained using deterministic settings (Qd) is equal to the optimal order quantity
obtained under stochastic conditions (Qs). In a few cases though, the Qd is less than the Qs. Next, we
explore any independence between the optimal pricing and lot-sizing decisions as well as the effect
of changing the arrival rate. Our numerical results indicate that decomposition of the solution
procedure can lead to a negligible difference in the optimal profit rate. Of course, further numerical
studies can be done in order to explore this issue.
We contribute to existing literature in the following ways. First, we propose an efficient approach
to tackle the issues about optimal dynamic pricing and inventory decisions for deteriorating items in
a stochastic setting. We do our investigations for two novel models. We think that one of the most
important aspects of these two models is to overcome the challenge of incorporating the effect of
stochastic deterioration into the problem of optimal dynamic pricing and inventory policies when the
demand is also stochastic. The importance of this becomes apparent when we see that most
contributions in the literature stick to a deterministic deterioration, which enables them to make
mathematical analysis by the use of differential equations. Second, we consider Erlangian distributed
demand and lead-times, while there is less research done to incorporate this stochastic distribution.
The Erlang distribution is useful because we can investigate a rather large variety of stochastic
distributions with different standard deviation depending on the number of phases. Third, in addition
to our model development, we do various numerical analyses in order to study the effect of different
measures. Our numerical results suggest some interesting managerial insights.
For further studies, it could be interesting to extend the proposed models by incorporating
multiple substitutable products, promotion efforts, and other measures into the model formulation.
Moreover, one can investigate a more general arrival rate such as the stock- and price-dependent one.
In addition, more research could be done to study the robustness of deterministic models under
stochastic conditions, including testing the solution procedure.
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Abstract
This paper investigates an inventory model for deteriorating items where each cycle is divided into
an advance sales period and a spot sales period. During the advance sales period, there is no inventory,
but customers can make reservations, and they receive their order upon the arrival of the
replenishment order. During the advance sales period, there may also be cancellations. During the
spot sales period, customers are served immediately. To this system, we impose various sources of
randomness. The arrival process is a Poisson process where the arrival intensity depends on the price
charged at any given time. The cancellation process is random. Specifically, we assume that the
number of cancellations until the next customer arrives follows a binomial distribution. Finally, we
also allow for stochastic deterioration during the spot sales period which follows an exponential
distribution. The main objective is to find the optimal order quantity, the optimal maximum advance
sales amount, and the optimal selling prices throughout each cycle simultaneously such that the
expected profit per time unit is maximized. We investigate two cases. First, we investigate a two-state
case where the pricing decisions are made for two states, namely the optimal price during the spot
sales period and the optimal price during the advance sales period. Next, we develop a generalized
case where we extend the two-state case to allow for dynamic pricing during the spot sales period,
meaning that the price charged at any given time depends on the current inventory level. For both
models, we apply the policy iteration algorithm in order to find the optimal solutions.
Keywords: Inventory; pricing; stochastic; deterioration; cancellation; advance sales

4.1 Introduction
Advance sales systems can be seen in the service and retail industries. The most well-known examples
are airlines that sell tickets in advance at discounted rates or hotels that offer rooms to advance
bookings at a discount. However, the rapid evolution of e-commerce enables more service providers
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to adopt the advance selling strategy. For example, The Little Fish Company, wildlittlefish.com,
offers pre-orders at least two days before market day. In this company, they catch and source seafood
from the ocean and deliver it to local farmers’ markets direct from the boat. You can find their fresh
fish in all the areas listed on their website. Moreover, you can also reserve your seafood online at preorder discount prices and then pick up your order at a designated location.
The discount offered during the advance sales period can attract customers with lower valuations
and as a result, it may enhance the profit by improving the sales. Firms can also encounter some
problems when adopting the advance selling strategy. In fact, some customers with reservations do
not wish or cannot wait to receive their orders, and this will result in cancellation of orders. Ignoring
this issue when making optimal decisions may lead to losses in profit as the demand will be
overestimated. Therefore, in order to avoid this problem, it is worthwhile to incorporate the effect of
order cancellations during the advance sales period. Due to the stochastic nature of the real world, it
is more realistic to consider this phenomenon to be stochastic.
The system of advance booking of orders was introduced into the operations management
literature by Weatherford and Pfeifer (1994). According to Xie and Shugan (2001), advance selling
improves profits by enhancing the sales or by adopting a premium price. You and Wu (2007) studied
the problem of joint optimal pricing and lot-sizing decisions for an inventory system with advance
sales and spot sales periods. They assumed that each sales cycle is divided into an advance sales
period and a spot sales period. During the advance sales period, all customers can make advance
bookings and receive their orders at the time when the replenishment order arrives. Moreover,
customers with reservations can make cancellations. In contrast, during the spot sales period, the
customers receive their orders as soon as the order is placed. In their model, they considered a finite
planning horizon. Dye and Hsieh (2013) considered an advance sales system for deteriorating items
where the aim is to optimize the pricing and lot-sizing decisions simultaneously. They also assumed
that the rate of cancelled reservations is an increasing function of waiting time until the customers
receive their orders. Both You and Wu (2007) and Dye and Hsieh (2013) develop the optimal solution
of their model by considering that the pricing decisions during the spot and advance sales periods can
be independently determined. However, it seems that those pricing decisions may interact with each
other. Cheng et al. (2018) investigated a dynamic optimization problem of advertising and pricing
when advance selling is applied.
Our research involves the coordination of optimal pricing and inventory control decisions with
and without deterioration. Hence, we briefly review some of the related literature. Whitin (1955)
studied an EOQ (Economic Order Quantity) model and a newsvendor model, both with pricedependent demand. Following Whitin (1955), several efforts have been made to develop problems of
joint optimal pricing and lot-sizing decisions, for example, studies by Kunreuther and Richard (1971),
Porteus (1985), Rajan et al. (1992), and Abad (1996). For a review, the reader is referred to Chan et
al. (2004). Recently, other authors, such as Pang et al. (2012), Zhu (2012), and Qin et al. (2014)
investigated the problems of joint optimal pricing and inventory control decisions.
Many studies consider deterministic settings when incorporating deterioration into the problem
of optimal pricing and inventory decisions. These models develop a differential equation as the core
of analysis. For good reviews in this field, see Goyal and Giri (2001) and Bakker et al. (2012).
Recently, other researchers, such as Wang and Huang (2014), Zhang et al. (2015), and Ghoreishi et
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al. (2015) studied the problems of joint optimal pricing and inventory control decisions for
deteriorating items. However, in that field of study, there is less research done to explore the effect
of stochastic deterioration.
Another aspect of our study is to allow for dynamic pricing. Dynamic pricing is facilitated by the
rapid evolution in information and communication technology that makes it easier for sellers to adjust
their pricing decisions dynamically. E-commerce companies, such as Amazon and eBay use dynamic
pricing to meet the intense competition and emergency arisen in those electronic market places.
Moreover, the combination of optimal dynamic pricing and inventory decisions can lead to a
considerable revenue increase by optimizing the system rather than its individual elements. Hence,
the problem of joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory control decisions has been studied
considerably. For a review of the literature, the reader is referred to Elmaghraby and Keskinocak
(2003). Recently, other papers, such as Herbon and Khmelnitsky (2017), Lu et al. (2016), and Zhang
et al. (2015) studied the problems of joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory decisions.
Zabel (1972) was the first to describe the problem of joint optimal dynamic pricing and inventory
decisions under uncertain demand. Later, Federgruen and Heching (1999) proposed a general model
to treat this problem. After Federgruen and Heching (1999), many researchers have investigated the
problem of coordinated dynamic pricing and inventory decisions under stochastic conditions. See
Chen and Simchi-Levi (2012) for state-of-the-art in this stream of research. Li et al. (2015) considered
a coordinated dynamic pricing and inventory control strategy for deteriorating items with external
stochastic disturbance. Ghoreishi (2018) tested the robustness of two well-known deterministic
models by Abad (1996) and Rajan et al. (1992) under stochastic conditions.
After this short review of the literature in related fields, we now summarize some existing
research gaps and subsequent research contributions of this study. In the field of joint optimal pricing
and lot-sizing decisions for a deteriorating inventory system with advance selling strategy, no
research has been done to incorporate stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and a stochastic
number of order cancellations. Also, in that field of study, no investigation has been made to consider
the effect of dynamically adjusted prices during the spot sales period. Our study is most closely
related to the work by You and Wu (2007). We extend their model by considering deteriorating items,
stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, a stochastic number of order cancellations, as well as
dynamic pricing during the spot sales period. Furthermore, our model provides a more credible
solution procedure and incorporates the possible interactivity of pricing decisions, which the solution
procedure proposed by You and Wu (2009) fails to do. In addition, we develop our stochastic model
over an infinite planning horizon. Moreover, we do various numerical investigations in order to
examine the effect of different measures on the optimal solutions.
To deal with the shortcomings above, this paper presents novel investigations on the subject of
joint optimal pricing and inventory control problems for the system of advance booking of orders
where the demand, deterioration, and the number of cancelled reservations are exposed to
randomness. In order to treat our stochastic model, we adopt Markov decision theory (see Tijms,
2003). In particular, we explore how the adoption of an advance selling strategy can affect the firm’s
profitability under stochastic conditions. In this regard, we investigate how different parameters can
affect any enhancement obtained in the optimal profit rate by offering sales in the advance period.
Similarly, we examine how allowing for dynamic pricing during the spot sales period can affect the
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firm’s profitability during that period. In addition, we investigate how the incorporation of stochastic
features such as stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and stochastic number of cancellations
can affect the optimal solutions obtained for a similarly calibrated deterministic model. Our numerical
results suggest some interesting managerial insights into the ways in which different measures can
affect the firm’s profitability.

4.2 Model description
For a list of notation used throughout the paper, see Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Notations

P0
PSpot

Unit price charged during the advance sales period
Unit price charged during the spot sales period
Unit price charged in each state i of the spot sales period (for a generalized
Pi
case)
Maximum amount of demand backlogged during the advance sales period,
S
i.e., maximum advance sales amount (a negative number or zero)
Q
Maximum inventory level
c
Unit purchase price
Constant purchasing cost per order
K
h
Holding cost per unit per time unit
c
Unit purchase price
g
Ratio of refund to advance sales price, 0 < g < 1
Profit per time unit when using policy (𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃1 , 𝑄𝑄, 𝑆𝑆 )
𝐺𝐺(𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃1 , 𝑄𝑄, 𝑆𝑆 )
Arrival rate when in state i > 0 make decision 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝜆𝜆(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 )
Order quantity per cycle, where 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇 = 𝑄𝑄 − 𝑆𝑆
𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇
Mean value of exponential deterioration
𝜃𝜃
Probability parameter of binomially distributed number of cancelled
β
reservations
Optimal profit rate for the case with S = 0 and dynamic pricing
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷
Optimal profit rate for the case with S <= -2 and dynamic pricing during the
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
spot sales period
Optimal profit rate for the case with S = 0 and static pricing
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
Optimal profit rate for the case with S <= -2 and static pricing
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
Total expected profit gained during the advance sales period, expressed as a
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 )
function of the policy variables S and 𝑃𝑃0
Expected duration of the advance sales period, expressed as a function of the
𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 )
policy variables S and 𝑃𝑃0
Total expected profit gained during the spot sales period, expressed as a
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �
function of the policy variables Q and (P1,…,PQ)
Expected duration of the spot sales period, expressed as a function of the
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �
policy variables Q and (P1,…,PQ)
Total expected profit gained until the advance sales period is ended when the
Ri
current inventory level is i.
Total expected time elapsed until the advance sales period is ended when the
Ti
current inventory level is i.
Number of cancellations over the time between two subsequent customer
B(i,P)
arrivals when the current inventory level is i and the price P is announced
β
Probability parameter
Part of the probability parameter which is fixed over the time between two
β0
subsequent customer arrivals
Part of the probability parameter which shows the probability per time unit
β1
over the time between two subsequent customer arrivals
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The assumptions of this model are summarized below:
1. We consider a single-item inventory system.
2. The time horizon of the inventory system is infinite.
3. A cycle consists of two phases: an advance sales period and a spot sales period. When the spot
sales period ends, a new cycle starts.
4. Throughout the cycle, each customer makes orders of exactly 1 unit to the system following a
Poisson process with the rate λ(P), where P is the current price that is charged and the function
λ(P) is decreasing in P.
5. We assume that the number of cancelled reservations is binomially distributed.
6. Each item has deterioration process whereby the time until deterioration is neg. exponentially
distributed with mean 1/(θ). Thus, the pooled process is also neg. exponentially distributed with
mean 1/(θi) when the inventory level is i. All items therefore have a constant age-specific rate of
failure θ.
7. The replenishment rate is infinite.
8. We assume that the replenishment lead-time is zero.
9. All units in the inventory are charged a holding cost h per unit per time unit.
10. When a purchase is made, the system is charged a fixed cost K plus a cost of c per unit purchased.
11. At the end of the advance sales period, we purchase Q - S units, where Q and S are decision
variables.
12. The objective is to maximize the profit per time unit.
13. We assume that λ(P) follows the following function λ(P) = a - bp, where b represents the
sensitivity of the arrival intensity with respect to the price, and a is the basic market potential.
The graphical representation of the inventory system is given in Figure 4.1. Below, we describe
the behavior of the inventory system during each cycle.

-

Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of the inventory system
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From Figure 4.1, we can see that at the beginning of each cycle, an advance sales period starts
with no items (no customers are backlogged), i.e., a zero inventory level. During the advance sales
period, [0; TAdv], the inventory level is non-positive, and changes are due to the demand and
cancellations. The advance sales period ends when the number of backlogged units has reached the
level – S. Afterwards, the spot sales period starts with the inventory level that is brought to the level
Q. It means that in total, Q - S units are purchased at a unit price of c and a fixed order cost of K is
paid. During the spot sales period, [TAdv; TAdv+ TSpot], the inventory level drops to zero due to both
demand and deterioration.
During the advance sales period, a unit price P0 is announced, and each customer makes orders
of exactly 1 unit to the system following a Poisson process with rate λ(P0). As the system does not
have any items in stock, all incoming orders during this phase are accordingly backlogged. During
this period, cancellations can also occur. Specifically, we assume that when the current inventory
level is i, then the number of cancellations until the next customer arrives is a random variable B(i,P0),
which follows a binomial distribution with scale parameter –i and probability parameter
β = β0 + β1 / λ(P0), where β0 and β1 are two given parameters, where β0 represents the part of the
probability parameter which is fixed over the time between two subsequent customer arrivals, while
β1 represents the part of the probability parameter which shows the probability per time unit over the
time between two subsequent customer arrivals. The main reason for considering this function for
the probability parameter is to consider both static and time dependent probability parameters.
When a cancelation occurs, the customer gets a refund of gP0, meaning the net profit of the
company is (1 - g)P0 where it holds for compensation parameter g that 0 < g < 1. The advance sales
period ends when the number of backlogged units has reached the level – S. In case S = 0, it means
that there is no advance sales period. In case S = -1, it means that one and only one customer will
arrive in the advance sales period and there will be no cancellations.
During the spot sales period, when the inventory level is i, a unit price Pi is announced, and the
Poisson arrival rate is λ(Pi). Furthermore, when the inventory level is i, an exponential deterioration
occurs with rate θi. The spot sales period ends when the inventory level goes to zero.
The aim is to determine the inventory control policy (S,Q) and the prices (P0,P1,…,PQ) in such a
way that the average profit received per time unit is maximized. As special cases, we will consider
the case where a single price PSpot is charged during the complete sales period as well as the case
where there is no deterioration, meaning θ = 0.
In principle, we could also have allowed dynamic pricing during the advance sales period. It
would require the company to keep track of which customers paid which prices in order to determine
the compensation paid. Of course, this could be accomplished in practice, as the customer could
presumably always present a receipt to the company in order to get his refund. However, from a
modeling point of view, it would be challenging to develop. Therefore, in our model, we refrain from
allowing dynamic pricing during the advance sales period.
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4.3 Developing a mathematical optimization model
We first consider the advance sales period and note that this phase is controlled by the part of the
control policy constituted by the variables S and P0.
Define:
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ): The total expected profit gained during the advance sales period including the variable
purchase costs to purchase –S units to satisfy customer backlog created in this time period.
𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ): The total length of the advance sales period.

We derive these two functions for the following cases: S = 0, S = -1 and S ≤ -2:
The case with S = 0
In this case, there is no advance sales period, thus
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 0 .
The case with S = -1
In this case, the first arriving customer in the advance sales period will bring the system into the
spot sales period, and consequently there are no cancelations. Therefore:
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑃𝑃0 − 𝑐𝑐

(4.1a)

and

1

𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃

0)

.

(4.1b)

The case with S ≤ -2
For a given state i =0,-1,..,S, define:
Ri: The total expected profit gained until the advance sales period is ended when the current inventory
level is i.
Ti: The total expected time elapsed until the advance sales period is ended when the current inventory
level is i.
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Next, we express R0 (that is, 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 )) and T0 (that is, 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 )) as a function of the policy
variables S and P0.
For the case where i = S+1, it holds that
−1−𝑆𝑆
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆+1 = 𝑃𝑃0 �1 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑆𝑆 + 1)� + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆 + 1, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 0)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + ∑𝑣𝑣=1
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆 + 1, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑣𝑣)𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣 (4.2a)

and

1

−1−𝑆𝑆
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆+1 = 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 ) + ∑𝑣𝑣=1
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆 + 1, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑣𝑣)𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣 .
0

(4.2b)

As mentioned when we defined 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) above, note that we attribute the part of the variable
purchase cost –cS to the phase of the advance sales period.
By isolating 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆+1 and 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆+1 from (4.2a) and (4.2b), respectively, we get
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆+1 =
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆+1 =

−1−𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃 )=𝑣𝑣)𝑅𝑅
𝑃𝑃0 �1+𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑆𝑆+1)�+𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐+∑𝑣𝑣=2
0
𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣

(4.3a)

1
−1−𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃 )=𝑣𝑣)𝑇𝑇
+∑𝑣𝑣=2
0
𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃0 )

(4.3b)

1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)

1−𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)

.

For i = S+2,…, 0, we have that

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃0 (1 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) + ∑−𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣=0 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑣𝑣)𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖−1+𝑣𝑣

(4.4a)

and

1

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 ) + ∑−𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣=0 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑣𝑣)𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖−1+𝑣𝑣 .
0

(4.4b)

Next, using the above derivations, we explain how to obtain R0 and T0 as a function of the policy
variables S and P0.
We start by deriving T0 as a function of the policy variables S and P0. To this end, we first define
Ti as a linear function of T0.
By inserting i = 0 into (4.4b) and isolating 𝑇𝑇−1, we get
1

𝑇𝑇−1 = 𝑇𝑇0 − 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 ).

(4.5)

𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 = 𝑇𝑇0 + 𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗

(4.6)

0

Focus now on a state i ≥ S + 2, where, according to (4.5) and using the induction method, it holds
for any j ≥ i that
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with 𝛿𝛿−1 = − 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 ) . We now only need to verify that (4.6) also holds for j = i -1. From (4.4b) and by
0

isolating Ti-1 we now get that
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖−1 =

�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 −∑−𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣=2 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=𝑣𝑣)𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖−1+𝑣𝑣 −
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

1
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃0 )

.

(4.7)

Inserting (4.6) into the 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 values in the right-hand side of (4.7) establishes that

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖−1 = 𝑇𝑇0 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖−1

(4.8)

with

𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖−1 =

�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 −∑−𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣=2 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=𝑣𝑣)𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖−1+𝑣𝑣 −
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

1
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃0 )

.

(4.9)

So we have now verified that for any state i =-1,…, S+1, we can bring Ti on a linear form as
described in (4.6). By exploiting this we now get from (4.3b) that

𝑇𝑇0 =

1
−1−𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃 )=𝑣𝑣)𝛿𝛿
+ ∑𝑣𝑣=2
0
𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣 −�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝛿𝛿𝑆𝑆+1
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃0 )

.

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

(4.10)

In a similar way, we can derive R0. From (4.4a), with i = 0, we get

𝑅𝑅−1 = 𝑅𝑅0 − 𝑃𝑃0 .

(4.11)

𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 = 𝑅𝑅0 + 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗

(4.12)

Focus now on a state i ≥ S + 2, where, according to (4.11) and using the induction method, it
holds for any j ≥ i that

with 𝜔𝜔−1 = −𝑃𝑃0 . From (4.4a) and by isolating Ri-1 we now get that
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖−1 =

�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 −∑−𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣=2 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=𝑣𝑣)𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖−1+𝑣𝑣 −𝑃𝑃0 (1+𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)

.

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

When inserting (4.12) for all the 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 values in the right-hand side of (4.13), we get

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖−1 = 𝑅𝑅0 + 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖−1

(4.13)

(4.14)

with

𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖−1 =

�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 −∑−𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣=2 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=𝑣𝑣)𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖−1+𝑣𝑣 −𝑃𝑃0 (1+𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

.

(4.15)
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This means that we have shown that (4.12) also holds for j = i - 1. By exploiting this, we now
get from (4.3a) that
𝑅𝑅0 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 +

−1−𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃 )=𝑣𝑣)𝜔𝜔
𝑃𝑃0 (1+𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑆𝑆+1))+∑𝑣𝑣=2
0
𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣 −�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝜔𝜔𝑆𝑆+1

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

.

(4.16)

Therefore, we now have that

𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑅𝑅0

= 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 +

−1−𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃 )=𝑣𝑣)𝜔𝜔
𝑃𝑃0 (1+𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑆𝑆+1))+∑𝑣𝑣=2
0
𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣 −�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝜔𝜔𝑆𝑆+1

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

(4.17)

is the expected profit gained during the advance sales period as a function of the policy variables S
and P0.
Similarly,
𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑇𝑇0
=

1
−1−𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃 )=𝑣𝑣)𝛿𝛿
+ ∑𝑣𝑣=2
0
𝑆𝑆+𝑣𝑣 −�1−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=1)�𝛿𝛿𝑆𝑆+1
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃0 )

𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆+1,𝑃𝑃0 )=0)

(4.18)

is the expected time duration of the advance sales period as a function of the policy variables S and
P0.
We now consider the spot sales period. Assume that the inventory level has just been brought to
level i with i > 0 and a price Pi has been announced. Then the time length until the inventory level is
decremented by 1 (either due to a demand or a deterioration) is the minimum of two exponential
distributions with means 1/λ(Pi) and 1/(𝜃𝜃i). As those two exponential distributions are assumed to be
independent, we get from the theory about exponential distributions that the minimum of those two
random variables is an exponential distribution with mean 1/(λ(Pi) + 𝜃𝜃i). Hence, the expected duration
of the spot sales period, expressed as a function of the policy variables Q and (P1,…,PQ), is
1

𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � = ∑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖=1 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 )+𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃.
𝑖𝑖

(4.19)

Only in the case where an arrival occurs before a deterioration, will the termination of state i
result in a sale and an income of Pi. This happens with the probability λ(Pi)/(λ(Pi) + 𝜃𝜃i). Of course,
during the entire spot sales period, holding costs are incurred at rate h per unit per time unit. Therefore,
the total profit gained during the spot sales period, expressed as a function of the policy variables Q
and (P1,…,PQ), is
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𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � = −𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + ∑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖=1

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )−ℎ𝑖𝑖
.
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )+𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

(4.20)

Note that in here, similar to what we did for the analysis of the advance sales period, the part of
the variable purchase costs that is directly attributed to the policy variable Q is associated to this
phase.
We can now formulate the profit function as a function of all the policy variables:
𝐺𝐺�𝑆𝑆, 𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃1 , … , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � =

𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆,𝑃𝑃0 )+𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄,𝑃𝑃1 ,..,𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �−𝐾𝐾
𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆,𝑃𝑃0 )+𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄,𝑃𝑃1 ,..,𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �

.

(4.21)

There are various special cases that will be explained below.
If S = 0, that is, if there is no advance sales period, then the relevant function to maximize is
𝐺𝐺�𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , … , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � =

𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄,𝑃𝑃1 ,..,𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �−𝐾𝐾
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄,𝑃𝑃1 ,..,𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �

.

(4.22)

For the case where only a single price PSpot is charged throughout the sales period, we have
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � = ∑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖=1 𝜆𝜆�𝑃𝑃

1

(4.23)

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �+𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

and
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � = −𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + ∑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖=1

𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝜆𝜆�𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �−ℎ𝑖𝑖

.

𝜆𝜆�𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �+𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

(4.24)

For the case of dynamic pricing without any deterioration, we have
1

𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � = ∑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖=1 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 )

(4.25)

𝑖𝑖

and

𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � = −𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + ∑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖=1

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )−ℎ𝑖𝑖
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )

.

(4.26)

Finally, for the case of no deterioration and only a single price to be announced during the entire
spot sales period, we have
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � = 𝜆𝜆�𝑃𝑃
and

𝑄𝑄

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �

(4.27)
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𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �

𝑄𝑄(𝑄𝑄+1)
2

.

(4.28)

4.4 Developing an algorithm for finding the optimal policy
We subdivide this section into two parts. First, we propose an algorithm for the case where the price
is held constant during the spot sales period. Second, we propose an algorithm for a more generalized
case where the prices can be dynamically adjusted during the spot sales period.

4.4.1 Algorithm for the case with static pricing during the spot sales period
We could consider this case as a two-state Markov decision model. At the start of the advance sales
period we determine P0 and S, and then when leaving the advance sales period, we determine Q and
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 . A usual approach for finding an optimal solution for a Markov decision model is to use the
policy iteration algorithm. The algorithm outlined below is, in fact, a special case of the policy
iteration algorithm. But it can also be considered an application of Dinkelbach’s algorithm
(Dinkelbach, 1967) as it concerns fractional programming (Stancu-Minasian, 1997).
Step 0. Determine a tolerance parameter ε > 0. For a given policy �𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝑄𝑄, 𝑆𝑆 �, compute
𝛾𝛾̅ = 𝐺𝐺�𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝑄𝑄, 𝑆𝑆 �.

Step 1. For the sales period, find new values of Q (≥ 1 and integer) and 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (≥ 0 and continuous)
that maximize
𝛱𝛱𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � = 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � − 𝛾𝛾̅ 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �.

(4.29)

∗
Denote the optimal solution by �𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
�.

For the advance sales period, find new values of S (≤ 0 and integer) and P0 (≥ 0 and continuous) that
maximize
𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) − 𝛾𝛾̅ 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ).
Denote the optimal solution by (𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ ).

∗
Then compute 𝛾𝛾 ∗ = 𝐺𝐺�𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ , 𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
� as

(4.30)
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∗
�+𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆 ∗ ,𝑃𝑃0∗ )−𝐾𝐾
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄 ∗ ,𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
∗
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄 ∗ ,𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
�+𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �𝑆𝑆 ∗ ,𝑃𝑃0∗ �

Step 2. If

�
𝛾𝛾∗ −𝛾𝛾
�
𝛾𝛾

.

(4.31)

≤ 𝜀𝜀, then stop. Otherwise, set 𝛾𝛾̅ = 𝛾𝛾 ∗ and go to Step 1.

∗
� and a solution 𝛾𝛾 ∗ , where
The algorithm terminates with a near optimal solution �𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ , 𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

∗
�𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ , 𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
� is a solution to

𝐾𝐾 ≈ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�𝑃𝑃0 ,𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑄𝑄,𝑆𝑆 � �𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � − 𝛾𝛾 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 � + 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) − 𝛾𝛾 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 )�. (4.32)

The reason for ≈ in (4.32) is primarily that the variables Q and S must be integers and cannot be
continuous variables.

4.4.2 Algorithm for the generalized case to have state dependent prices
For a given policy (Q, S, P0, P1, P2,…,PQ), it is possible to extend the methodology sketched above
to find an optimal policy. From (4.20), our profit rate function is
𝐺𝐺�𝑆𝑆, 𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 � =

𝑄𝑄

𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆,𝑃𝑃0 )−𝐾𝐾+∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )
𝑄𝑄

𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆,𝑃𝑃0 )+∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )

,

where
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) = −𝑐𝑐 +
and

𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 − ℎ𝑖𝑖
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

1

𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃 )+𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 .
𝑖𝑖

The functions 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) and 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) are as defined in (4.17) and (4.18), respectively.
The variant of the policy iteration algorithm is now the following:
Step 0. Determine a tolerance parameter ε > 0. For a given policy �𝑆𝑆, 𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �, compute
𝛾𝛾̅ = 𝐺𝐺�𝑆𝑆, 𝑄𝑄, 𝑃𝑃0 , 𝑃𝑃1 , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄 �.

Step 1. For the advance sales period, in line with what we did in Section 4.4.1, Step 1, we find new
values of S (≤ 0 and integer) and P0 (≥ 0 and continuous) that maximize
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𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) − 𝛾𝛾̅ 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) .

(4.33)

Denote the optimal solution by (𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ ).

For the spot sales period, set Stop = 0 and 𝑖𝑖 = 1 and do the following loop:
Do while Stop = 0
Solve the maximization problem:
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) − 𝛾𝛾̅ 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) = −𝑐𝑐 +

�
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 −ℎ𝑖𝑖−𝛾𝛾
𝜆𝜆(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )+𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃

If the maximum value is positive, denote the optimal solution by 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖∗ and increment 𝑖𝑖 by 1,

otherwise, Stop = 1 and 𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 𝑖𝑖 − 1.

Step 2. Compute 𝛾𝛾 ∗ = 𝐺𝐺�𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ , 𝑃𝑃1∗ , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄∗ ∗ �. If

go to Step 1.

�
𝛾𝛾∗ −𝛾𝛾
�
𝛾𝛾

≤ 𝜀𝜀, then stop. Otherwise, set 𝛾𝛾̅ = 𝛾𝛾 ∗ and

The idea behind the algorithm is that each time we pass through Steps 1 and 2, we find an optimal
solution �𝑆𝑆 ∗ , 𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑃𝑃0∗ , 𝑃𝑃1∗ , . . , 𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄∗ ∗ � to
𝑄𝑄

𝑄𝑄

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) − 𝐾𝐾 + ∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) − 𝛾𝛾̅ �𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑆𝑆, 𝑃𝑃0 ) + ∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )��.

This optimization corresponds to the general principle of how to maximize a fraction of two
functions using Dinkelbach’s algorithm (Dinkelbach, 1967). Therefore, we know that 𝛾𝛾 ∗ > 𝛾𝛾̅ , and we
have made an improved solution. But it also corresponds to the principles of the policy iteration
algorithm (see Tijms, 2003).

4.5 Numerical investigations
In this section, we apply the solution procedure proposed in Section 4.4 to numerically explore the
effect of different measures on the optimal solutions. In the first numerical example, we investigate
the effect of stochastic inputs on the optimal solutions when compared to a similarly calibrated
deterministic model as proposed by You and Wu (2007). We also investigate a generalized case and
the case without advance sales period. In the second numerical example, we consider an inventory
system with deteriorating items. In this numerical experiment, we investigate how different
parameters affect the increase in the optimal profit rate when an advance selling strategy is adopted
or when dynamic pricing is used.
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Example 1. In this numerical example, we design our stochastic inputs such that they are aligned as
closely as possible with the assumptions stated in You and Wu (2007). The aim is to compare the
results obtained using a deterministic setting and a stochastic setting.
In You and Wu (2007), the cancelation fraction, denoted β, occurs at a constant rate. This means
that if the current inventory level is i and we consider a short time interval Δt, then during this time
interval a total of –iβΔt orders are canceled. In our model, events do not happen continuously; rather
they occur in time intervals dictated by the next customer arrivals. In particular, in the advance sales
period, the next customer arrival is expected to occur after 1/λ(P0) time units. This means that if we
interpret this as Δt, then we need to insert the beta information from You and Wu (2007) as β1 in our
β function. This is, of course, somewhat approximated in order to consider the time interval 1/λ(P0)
as a small marginal time interval. Thus, we expect our model to get fewer cancellations than the
similar model by You and Wu (2007). However, as this difference in number of cancellations seems
to be negligible, we do not do any further adjustments to our model.
Therefore, we use the following data which are aligned with the data given in numerical example
3 in You and Wu (2007): β0 = 0, β1 = 0.02, g = 0.8, K = 100, h = 0.01, θ = 0, c = 10, a = 10,
b = 0.25.
The results of the joint optimization of the two-state case and the generalized case are given in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

Table 4.2: Optimal policy decisions for the two-state case of Example 1
Optimal price policy
Optimal maximum inventory level
Optimal maximum advance sales
amount
Optimal order quantity per cycle
Optimal profit per time unit
Optimal cycle time

𝑃𝑃0∗ = 24.79
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
=25.18
∗
𝑄𝑄 = 265
𝑆𝑆 ∗ = −14

𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇∗ = 279
53.5862
75.6116
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Table 4.3: Optimal policy decisions for the generalized case of Example 1
State value
0
1-3
4-10
11-17
18-25
26-32
33-39
40-47
48-54
55-61
62-69
70-76
77-83
84-91
92-98
99-106
107-113
114-120
121-128
129-135
136-143
144-150
151-157
158-165
166-172
173-180
181-187
188-195
196-202
203-210
211-217
218-224
225-232
233-239
240-247
248-254
255-262
263-266
Optimal maximum inventory level
Optimal maximum advance sales amount
Optimal order quantity per cycle
Optimal profit per time unit
Optimal cycle time

Optimal price policy
𝑝𝑝0∗ = 24.79
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.36
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.35
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.34
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.33
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.32
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.31
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.30
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.29
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.28
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.27
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.26
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.25
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.24
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.23
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.22
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.21
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.20
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.19
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.18
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.17
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.16
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.15
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.14
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.13
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.12
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.11
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.10
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.09
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.08
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.07
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.06
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.05
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.04
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.03
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.02
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.01
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.00
𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 266
𝑆𝑆 ∗ = −14
𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇∗ = 280
53.5887
75.8770
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The deterministic setting used in the numerical example 3 in You and Wu (2007) results in a
profit rate of 26791.4/500 = 53.28. Table 4.2 shows, however, that we get a profit rate of 53.5862
when incorporating the stochastic features of demand and number of cancelations, which is negligibly
higher than the profit rate obtained using the deterministic model. In general, you would expect a
stochastic model to perform worse than a similarly calibrated deterministic model, but our result can
be explained by the way we have translated the beta information of You and Wu (2007). Moreover,
∗
∗
we observe that the optimal policy of (𝑃𝑃0∗ , 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
, 𝑄𝑄 ∗ , 𝑆𝑆 ∗ ) is obtained as (𝑃𝑃0∗ = 24.79, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
= 25.18,
𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 265, 𝑆𝑆 ∗ = −14) for our stochastic model, whereas for the similarly calibrated deterministic
∗
∗
∗
model by You and Wu (2007), it is obtained as (𝑃𝑃0∗ = 24.96, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
=25.17, 𝑄𝑄 = 252, 𝑆𝑆 = −13).
When we compare these results, it becomes apparent that for this numerical experiment, the optimal
solution obtained for the stochastic model is almost similar to the optimal solution obtained by You
and Wu (2007). However, this result is based only on this single experiment and may not be the same
if the experiment was repeated with other input data. As You and Wu (2007) only present one
experiment that is aligned with the assumptions in our paper, we cannot make further comparisons.
Next, we explore the effect of adopting the advance selling strategy in an inventory system. To
this end, we compare two cases without advance sales (S = 0) and the case with an advance sales
period (S <= -2). In fact, we do not compare the optimal solutions when going from the case with
S = 0 to the case with S = -1. This is due to the fact that the case with S = -1 does not involve
cancellations (see Equations (4.1a) and (4.1b)), and thereby it would not show the effect of the
advance selling strategy with cancellations, which is one of the aspects we intend to study. As a
result, we do our investigations by comparing the optimal solutions when going from the case with
S = 0 to the case with S <= -2. The optimal solution to the case with no advance sales (S = 0) is given
in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Optimal policy decisions for the case with no advance sales period (S=0) in Example 1
Optimal price
policy
Optimal order
quantity per cycle
Optimal profit per
time unit
Optimal cycle
time

∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
=25.18

𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇∗ = 𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 272
53.51477
73.6842

From Table 4.4, we can see a negligible increase in the optimal profit rate when we adopt the
advance selling strategy in our inventory system. The reason for this negligible increase could be that
this particular inventory system has a rather small value of h and no deterioration and therefore no
significant cost is incurred by holding items during the spot sales period. Therefore, adopting an
advance sales period might not lead to a significant saving of costs by avoiding any holding cost of
the goods sold in that period. We continue our investigations by comparing the optimal profit rate
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when going from S = 0 to S <= -2 for the numerical example 3 of You and Wu (2007). To this end,
we derive the optimal solution to the numerical example 3 of You and Wu (2007) when S = 0 which
∗
is 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
= 25.18 and 𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇∗ = 265 with the optimal profit rate of 53.5187. After comparing the
optimal solutions obtained for the case when S = 0 and when S <= -2, we again observe that there is
a negligible increase in the optimal profit rate when going from S = 0 to S <= -2.
From Tables 4.2 and 4.3, it follows that there is a negligible increase in the optimal profit rate
when we allow the prices to be dynamically adjusted during the spot sales period instead of charging
a fixed price during that period. The reason for this negligible increase might be that the dynamic
pricing is only considered for the duration of the spot sales period.
Example 2. In this example, we consider an inventory system with deteriorating items where the
time interval until the next item will deteriorate is exponentially distributed. We explore two-state as
well as generalized cases and investigate the effect of changing different parameters on the optimal
solution.
The numerical investigation is based on the following data: β0 = 0.05, β1 = 0.2, g = 0.8,
K = 100, h = 0.25, 𝜃𝜃 = 0.1, c = 10, a = 10, b = 0.25.
The results of the joint optimization of the two-state case and the generalized case are given in
Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

Table 4.5: Optimal policy decisions for the two-state case of Example 2
Optimal price
policy
Optimal maximum
inventory level
Optimal maximum
advance sales
amount
Optimal order
quantity per cycle
Optimal profit per
time unit
Optimal cycle time

𝑃𝑃0∗ = 24.45
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
=26.72
𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 20

𝑆𝑆 ∗ = −7

𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇∗ = 27
29.8041
7.9572
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Table 4.6: Optimal policy decisions for the generalized case of Example 2
State value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Optimal maximum inventory level
Optimal maximum advance sales amount
Optimal order quantity per cycle
Optimal profit per time unit
Optimal cycle time

Optimal price policy
𝑝𝑝0∗ = 24.42
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =28.69
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =28.36
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =28.07
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =27.79
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =27.54
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =27.31
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =27.09
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.88
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.69
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.51
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.34
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.17
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =26.02
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.87
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.72
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.59
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.46
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.34
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.22
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.11
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖∗ =25.00
𝑄𝑄 ∗ = 21
𝑆𝑆 ∗ = −7
𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇∗ = 28
29.98
8.1859

From Tables 4.5 and 4.6, we can see that there seems to be a negligible increase in optimal profit
per time unit when we go from a two-state case to a generalized case. In Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 and
Figures 4.2 and 4.3, however, we observe a noticeable increase in the optimal profit rate for higher
values of 𝜃𝜃, h, K, b, and c.
Next, we explore the effect of different values of 𝜃𝜃, h, and K on the optimal solutions obtained
for the case with S <= -2 and static pricing, for the case with S = 0 and static pricing, for the case with
S = 0 and dynamic pricing, and for the case with S <= -2 and dynamic pricing during the spot sales
period. Denote by PRAS, PRS, PRAD, and PRD the optimal profit rate for the case with S <= -2 and
static pricing, the optimal profit rate for the case with S = 0 and static pricing, the optimal profit rate
for the case with S <= -2 and dynamic pricing, and the optimal profit rate for the case with S = 0 and
dynamic pricing, respectively. The results of these investigations on different values of 𝜃𝜃, h, and K
are shown in Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, respectively. From Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 we can see that as
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𝜃𝜃 or h or K increases, the improvement obtained in the optimal profit rate when going from S = 0 to
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
)
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

S <= -2 ((

∙ 100) increases significantly.

Table 4.7: Effect of 𝜃𝜃 on the optimal solutions obtained for the case with S <= -2 and static pricing,
for the case with S=0 and static pricing, for the case with S=0 and dynamic pricing, and for the case
with S <= -2 and dynamic pricing in Example 2
𝜃𝜃
Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S <= -2
and static pricing

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S = 0
and static pricing

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑆𝑆 ∗
𝑃𝑃0∗
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑄𝑄 ∗
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
(
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S = 0
and dynamic pricing

(

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑝𝑝1∗
𝑝𝑝2∗
𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄∗ ∗
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S <= -2
and dynamic pricing
during the spot sales
period

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑆𝑆 ∗
𝑝𝑝0∗
𝑝𝑝1∗
𝑝𝑝2∗
𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄∗ ∗
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
(
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

0
51
-4
24.84
25.9

0.07
24
-7
24.09
26.58

0.14
16
-8
23.91
26.88

0.21
12
-9
23.37
27.02

16.0999

8.9623

7.6486

7.5173

43.2255
53
25.94

32.2599
29
26.89

27.4647
22
27.59

24.8142
19
28.11

15.3518

6.9934

4.9813

4.0733

42.647

27.5538

16.9932

8.1165

1.3564 % 17.0797 % 61.6215 %

205.7243 %

54
26.89
26.85
25.00

29
29.15
28.88
25.07

23
30.83
30.21
25.04

20
32.33
31.23
25.00

15.3713

6.9387

5.1462

4.2956

42.722

27.9194

17.7286

9.2822

0.175 %

1.3268 %

4.3272 %

14.3622 %

51
-4
24.83
26.80
26.76
25.03

25
-7
24.07
28.37
28.13
25.01

17
-8
23.89
28.97
28.52
25.05

13
-9
23.35
29.21
28.57
25.06

16.12

9.20

7.8665

7.7108

43.2880

32.4214

27.6412

24.9731

0.1446 %

0.5003 %

0.6451 %

0.6405 %
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Table 4.8: Effect of h on optimal solutions obtained for the case with S <= -2 and static pricing, for
the case with S = 0 and static pricing, for the case with S = 0 and dynamic pricing, and for the case
with S <= -2 and dynamic pricing in Example 2
h

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S <= -2
and static pricing

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S = 0
and static pricing
(

𝑄𝑄
𝑆𝑆 ∗
𝑃𝑃0∗
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑄𝑄 ∗
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S = 0
and dynamic pricing

(

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑝𝑝1∗
𝑝𝑝2∗
𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄∗
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S <= -2
and dynamic pricing
during the spot sales
period

(

∗

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑆𝑆 ∗
𝑝𝑝0∗
𝑝𝑝1∗
𝑝𝑝2∗
𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄∗ ∗
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

0.5
17
-8
23.76
26.86

1
14
-8
24.05
26.96

1.5
12
-9
23.32
27.01

2
10
-9
23.47
27.13

8.0661

7.5577

7.9291

7.5553

28.5026
23
27.41

26.5476
19
27.88

25.1311
17
28.2

24.0929
15
28.6

5.5725

4.9655

4.6534

4.3359

19.8916

14.8749

10.4934

6.5731

139.4949 %

266.5405 %

43.2896 % 78.4726 %
23
30.39
29.91
25.10

20
31.29
30.62
25.05

17
32.12
31.26
25.20

16
32.93
31.84
25.03

5.5648

5.1425

4.6919

4.5924

20.5139

15.7249

11.5858

7.9225

3.1285 %

5.7147 %

10.4101 %

20.5306 %

18
-8
23.74
28.87
28.50
25.05

14
-8
24.02
29.12
28.65
25.15

12
-9
23.3
29.29
28.72
25.09

10
-9
23.45
29.39
28.73
25.21

8.2995

7.6108

7.9771

7.5969

28.6808

26.7278

25.3070

24.2552

0.6371 %

0.6790 %

0.6999 %

0.6735 %
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Table 4.9: Effect of K on the optimal solutions obtained for the case with S <= -2 and static pricing,
for the case with S = 0 and static pricing, for the case with S = 0 and dynamic pricing, and for the
case with S <= -2 and dynamic pricing in Example 2
K

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S <= -2
and static pricing

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S = 0
and static pricing
(

∗

𝑄𝑄
𝑆𝑆 ∗
𝑃𝑃0∗
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑄𝑄 ∗
∗
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S = 0
and dynamic pricing

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑝𝑝1∗
𝑝𝑝2∗
𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄∗
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
(
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
Optimal policy decisions
for the case with S <= -2
and dynamic pricing
during the spot sales
period

(

𝑄𝑄 ∗
𝑆𝑆 ∗
𝑝𝑝0∗
𝑝𝑝1∗
𝑝𝑝2∗
𝑝𝑝𝑄𝑄∗ ∗
Optimal
cycle time
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
) ∙ 100
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

50
14
-5
24.94
26.22

100
20
-7
24..45
26.72

150
24
-9
23.45
27.11

200
27
-11
22.03
27.43

5.4917

7.9572

10.3735

13.3554

37.3950
18
26.5

29.80414
25
27.23

24.2700
31
27.77

19.9145
36
28.26

4.3973

5.8639

7.0545

8.03

32.7605

22.7375

14.8667

8.1225

14.1465 %

31.0795 %

63.2509 %

145.1773 %

20
28.20
27.91
24.86

26
29.90
29.50
25.04

32
31.45
30.92
25.04

37
33.00
32.30
25.04

4.6209

6.001

7.3307

8.5210

32.90954

23.2540

15.7318

9.4093

0.4335 %

2.2720 %

5.8190 %

15.8428 %

15
-5
24.93
27.47
27.21
25.00

21
-7
24.42
28.69
28.37
25.00

25
-9
23.41
29.66
29.28
25.04

28
-11
21.99
30.50
30.05
25.08

5.7041

8.1860

10.6443

13.6656

37.4822

29.9810

24.5223

20.2150

0.23334 %

0.5933 %

1.0392 %

1.5092 %

Next, we discuss the logic behind the effects of 𝜃𝜃, h, and K on an increase obtained in an optimal
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
)
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

profit rate when going from S = 0 to S <= -2 ((

∙ 100). We start by discussing the effects of

𝜃𝜃 and h. In fact, offering sales in the advance period completely avoids any holding cost of the goods
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sold in this period. Thus, for inventory systems with high inventory holding costs, the adoption of the
advance selling strategy might be more profitable. Similarly, offering sales in the advance period
completely avoids any deterioration of the goods sold in this period. As a result, for inventory systems
with high deterioration rates, offering sales in the advance period can lead to more enhancement in
the optimal profit rate. Moreover, as K increases, it becomes more profitable to order less frequently
but in larger batches. Therefore, by increasing the order quantity as K increases, adopting the advance
selling strategy can again completely avoid any holding cost and deterioration of the goods sold in
this period.
We now explain our choice of S = 0 as the basis for our interpretations of the effects of the
different parameters on increases in the optimal profit rate when allowing dynamic pricing. For a
system with S <= -2, a change in the parameters 𝜃𝜃 or h or K might affect not only the dynamicity of
the inventory system within the spot sales period, but also the duration of the spot sales period itself.
Hence, a change in the parameters might shorten the spot sales period while simultaneously increasing
the dynamicity of the system itself within that period. As those two factors may have conflicting
effects on the system, we would not be able to predict the behavior of the inventory system. We
therefore rely of the case with S = 0 for our interpretation of the effects of 𝜃𝜃 or h or K on an increase
in the optimal profit rate when allowing dynamic pricing. In Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, we explore the
effect of 𝜃𝜃, h, and K on the optimal solutions obtained for the case with S = 0 with dynamic and static
pricing, respectively, throughout each period. The tables show that as 𝜃𝜃 or h or K increases, there is
more improvement obtained in the optimal profit rate when going from static pricing to dynamic
pricing ((𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆) ∙ 100). Regarding the parameters 𝜃𝜃 or h, this could be due to the fact that as 𝜃𝜃 or h
𝑆𝑆

increases, the deteriorated amount or the inventory holding cost varies more when going from one
state to another. Subsequently, the dynamicity of the inventory system might increase as 𝜃𝜃 or h
increases. Therefore, by adjusting the prices dynamically, the optimal solution can better meet the
increased dynamicity arisen in the inventory system when 𝜃𝜃 or h increases. Regarding the parameter
K, it can be interpreted similarly, namely, as K increases, the values of order quantity increase, which
can cause more dynamicity when going from one state to another.
In the following, we study the effect of other parameters such as b, c, g, β0, and β1 on the increase
obtained in the optimal profit rate when incorporating different measures. We start by investigating
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
the effect of parameters b and c on ( 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
) ∙ 100 and ( 𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑆𝑆 ) ∙ 100. The results of these
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑆𝑆

𝑆𝑆

investigations for the parameters of b and c are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Figures
4.2 and 4.3 show that as b or c increases, the enhancement obtained in the optimal profit rate by
adopting the advance selling strategy or allowing dynamic pricing increases. As regards the parameter
b, we note that as the sensitivity of the arrival intensity with respect to the price increases, adjusting
the prices dynamically might lead to more improvement in the optimal profit rate. In addition, as b
increases and customers become more sensitive to the announced price, the sales can be increased by
introducing an advance sales period where customers have the opportunity to get discounts.
Regarding the parameter c, as the unit purchase price increases, we can improve our profit by selling
items to more customers, thus compensating for the high expenses of order quantity cost. Increasing
the sales by allowing an advance sales period in such a situation can therefore be more profitable. In
addition, as c increases, we tend to charge higher prices to compensate for the higher unit purchase
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price. But charging the higher prices must not lead to a decrease in sales due to a drop in customer
arrival. As a result, by adjusting the prices dynamically as c increases, we can charge higher prices,
but in a way that is aligned with the different states of the inventory system.

400
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350

25

300

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
(
) ∙ 100
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Figure 4.2: Effect of different values of b on (

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
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Figure 4.3: Effect of different values of c on (

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
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𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆

100 and (

100

We also study the effect of parameters of the advance sales period such as g, β0, and β1 on the
improvement obtained in the optimal profit rate when adopting the advance selling strategy
(Figure 4.4). We observe that as g, β0, or β1 increases, less enhancement is obtained in the optimal
profit rate by adopting the advance selling strategy.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of different values of β0, β1, and g on (

100

4.6 Conclusion
This paper investigates the effect of stochastic demand, stochastic deterioration, and stochastic
number of cancelations on an inventory system with advance booking of orders. We treat our
stochastic model using Markov decision theory. We do our investigations in two stages. First, we
consider a two-state case where the pricing decisions are considered for two states, namely the
optimal price during the spot sales period and the optimal price during the advance sales period. Next,
we develop a generalized case where we extend the two-state case to allow dynamic pricing during
the spot sales period. In both cases, we use joint optimization, meaning that, in addition to pricing
decisions, we find the optimal maximum advance sales amount and the optimal amount to purchase.
We propose a solution procedure based on policy iteration algorithm and numerically explore the
effects of different measures on the optimal solution. In particular, we study the effects of different
parameters on the increase obtained in the optimal profit rate when adopting the advance selling
strategy or adjusting the pricing decisions dynamically.
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Our paper extends the model by You and Wu (2007) in several ways. First, we incorporate a
number of stochastic features of the inventory system. Second, unlike the solution procedure proposed
by You and Wu (2007), our solution procedure does not consider the pricing decisions to be
independently determined. Third, we develop our stochastic model over an infinite planning horizon.
Fourth, we incorporate the effect of deteriorating items, which is considered to be stochastic. Fifth,
we develop a case where the pricing decisions can be dynamically adjusted during the spot sales
period.
Our numerical analysis shows that allowing an advance sales period can be profitable, and
depending on the parameters of our model, it can lead to a significant improvement in the optimal
profit rate. In addition, we observe that adjusting the pricing decisions dynamically can also be
profitable, and this profitability can be more noticeable for higher values of specific parameters of
our model. In particular, we can see that for an inventory system with a higher value of h, 𝜃𝜃, K, c, or
b, it can be more profitable to adopt the advance selling strategy or to allow dynamic pricing.
As directions for future studies, it could be interesting to extend the proposed model by
incorporating promotion efforts, non-zero lead-time, and other measures into the model formulation.
It could be also interesting to analyze our model in a real-world case study.
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